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ABSTRACT
INCARNATIONAL MINISTRY:
A PROGRAM FOR SPIRITUAL FORMATION AND RENEWAL
by
John Charles Dendiu, Jr.
The purpose of this research was to design, implement, and evaluate a program of
spiritual formation and renewal for pastors serving in local church ministry. This
yearlong program included a number of dynamics that the Church has recognized as
important for personal spiritual growth.
The findings of this research centered on the life and ministry transformation that
occurred in the lives of the participants. These types of formative experiences are crucial
for maintaining an incarnational perspective on life and ministry for those in the
pastorate.
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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM
Since I first responded to a call to full-time, vocational, Christian ministry in
1979, God has afforded me a number of different contexts in which to minister. I have
served as a staff member with Campus Crusade for Christ, as an associate pastor in youth
and music at a medium-sized church, as a member of a church-planting team among an
unreached Muslim people group in Indonesia, and as a senior pastor of two churches (one
a small, traditional congregation in a rural setting and the other a restart of a dying church
in a suburban area implementing a cell model of ministry). Since 1997 I have been on the
faculty of Bethel College in northern Indiana, the liberal arts college of the Missionary
Church. I presently teach in the areas of Bible and ministry and have significant contact
with young men and women preparing for vocational Christian ministry.
During my career in ministry, I have seen a tension emerge within the practice of
ministry as well as within the preparation of those who will minister. Numerous books,
teachers, and leaders advocate the necessity of intimacy with God and personal spiritual
formation employing the classic disciplines of the Christian life as a foundation for
ministry, but my experience in ministry and in talking with those in ministry have proven
that this emphasis does not always work out in practice. The tendency in today’s culture
is to stress competency in ministry by acquiring the necessary skills to preach, teach,
administer, counsel, cast vision, and plant and/or grow a church. The church growth
movement and the seeker-friendly approach to ministry have redefined success in terms
of the “ABCs” of church, which are attendance, budget, and cash. I have spoken with
increasing numbers of colleagues in ministry who feel the pressure of this emphasis.
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Students at Bethel College also approach ministry with the underlying assumption that
the need to get the practical skills necessary to grow their ministries numerically and
reach as many people as possible is more crucial than their own spiritual formation.
Kent Hughes, starting out as the first pastor of a new church plant, chronicles his
frustration and despair over his failure to achieve ministerial success as it has been
defined in our culture. Six months into the new ministry, attendance, giving, and the other
outward signs of success had actually declined (Hughes and Hughes 19). His emphasis on
the right approaches to church growth and marketing, gaining and employing the needed
skills and competencies for growing a church, and having bought into “the idea that
success meant increased numbers” (29) sent him into a time of depression and selfexamination. Out of this experience came a new definition of successful ministry which
included issues of faithfulness, service, love, prayer, and holiness.
Unfortunately, I have observed that the demands of ministry, the emphasis on the
competency of pastors and the pressure to perform have resulted in significant struggles
in the lives of clergy. I have talked with colleagues whose spiritual lives and intimacy
with God have suffered greatly because they have focused on the tasks of ministry to the
neglect of their own souls. That a pastor is earnestly engaged in seeking God and
developing his or her own spiritual life is assumed to be the case. Surveys of the spiritual
lives of those in ministry, however, show that they do not take care of themselves
spiritually as might be expected or hoped. The lack of time spent in prayer and in
engaging the classic spiritual disciplines of the Christian life seems to have taken a toll on
the spiritual life of the average pastor. Because of this problem, the ministry of the
Church has suffered.
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The phenomenon of burnout is increasingly prevalent among those in ministry.
Burnout can decrease the ability to continue caring for people and is marked by fatigue,
frustration, lack of energy, loss of purpose, and negative attitudes toward people to whom
care is being given (Pappas 59). This condition develops over a period of time as those in
ministry do not adequately care for themselves, especially in their spiritual needs.
Burnout is negative, but at the same time, the experience of burnout can offer the
“passage way to a deeper reliance on the grace of God, to a place of greater
wholeness…[and the] opportunity to wrestle with ministry priorities as they relate to our
human limitations” (75). A necessary first step in reversing burnout would be for pastors
to “change [their] minds about what constitutes good pastoring and what constitutes good
ministry in the world. In short, we need new heroes and heroines in the ordained
ministry” (79).
The competency model of ministry, focusing on acquiring the needed skills for
ministry, has been overemphasized to the detriment of both those in ministry and the
Church. This emphasis has downplayed the role and importance of the spiritual life and
formation of pastors as a primary factor and the foundation for their ministries. While not
negating the need for competency in ministry skills, these skills should be built on a
foundation of formation and development in Christlikeness. Eugene Peterson identifies
the chief calling of those in pastoral ministry as the cure of souls where “the primary task
is to be” (Contemplative Pastor 62-63). Anthony Pappas agrees, stating that “clergy don’t
need more knowledge or skills as much as they need a deeper spiritual life” (95).
This vision of a deeper spiritual life is not easy to develop for the average person
in ministry. Pappas speaks to this condition with candor:
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Unfortunately, the majority of us clergy were sent to our places of
ministry with a minimal amount of support or training in spiritual
formation. Somehow, between courses in theology and the Bible, plus
daily chapel attendance, we budding pastors were supposed to develop
into spiritual giants. Yet, in the three years I spent in a Lutheran seminary,
not once did anyone ask me if I prayed, if I had any difficulties in my
prayer life, or whether I practiced any sort of “rule of life.” They may have
asked me about my Christology, but not if I believed in Christ.
After seminary, I imagined that things would be different when I was an
ordained pastor in my own congregation. After all, I would regularly be
dealing with the Word and sacrament, prayer and worship. Surely my
spiritual life would improve. Unfortunately, it didn’t. (92)
Those in ministry need to see a vision of their lives and ministries based first of
all on their identity in Christ and only then as what they can do for Christ. The spiritual
development of the pastor is a primary key to effective ministry. The reason many pastors
do not have this type of perspective of ministry is that they have not had enough practical
exposure to the importance of their own spiritual formation in a way that could
effectively reshape their understanding of their primary calling in ministry, which is to
incarnate the life of Christ.
Theological Foundation
The Incarnation is perhaps the most significant theological truth in relation to the
practice of ministry. Jesus Christ, the second person of the Trinity, chose to take on the
limitations of human flesh. This act of “kenosis” demonstrated God’s willingness to be
involved with humanity at the deepest levels of its existence. Jesus lived in the midst of
the brokenness, darkness, and deadness of human existence that resulted from bondage to
sin. By securing redemption through Jesus’ death on the cross, God provided the way to
restoration and wholeness of life in his own image.
Jesus also served as a model of how to live to the fullest. His willingness to walk
among people and manifest the life and love of God in a way they would understand is
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the essence of the Christian life. Ministry done in his name and for the building of his
kingdom entails entering this same intimate involvement with God in the lives of others,
incarnating the life of Jesus as the basis for ministry.
When a person responds to the prevenient grace and love of God and enters into
relationship with the Father through Jesus the Son, the divine image of God within is
activated through the power of the Holy Spirit. The process of Christian growth or
maturity then becomes living out the divine nature in increasing measure by allowing the
Holy Spirit to bring growing conformity to the image of God. The process of living this
life can be labeled “incarnational,” as the Christian’s privilege is to allow the life of
Christ dwelling within to be displayed in ever-increasing fashion in relationships with
others and the world. Galatians 2:20 sums up this new life perfectly: “I have been
crucified with Christ and it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me. And the life I
now live in the flesh I live by faith in [or by the faith of] the Son of God, who loved me
and delivered Himself up for me.”
If those in ministry are to model the life of Jesus in that ministry, they need to
seek to be the most effective agents of his life to others. The development of godly
character and likeness to Christ then emerges as the most significant factor in life and
ministry. As M. Robert Mulholland, Jr. states in Shaped by the Word, “Ministry is what
one is in relationship with God in service to others” (88). Ministry in the name of Christ
flows out of being; service for Christ is a direct outflow of the character of Christ.
Christ’s ministry in and through people who are his instruments is the heart of ministry.
If ministry flows out of relationship with Christ, then the most significant thing to
do in ministry is to go as deeply as possible into that relationship. “Mighty ministry
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comes from mighty intimacy with Jesus” is a truth etched on a plaque hanging in my
office. As people in ministry focus on their relationship of loving union with Christ, he
will broaden the scope and effectiveness of the work he desires to do through them.
Jesus himself gives a powerful illustration of this truth in Matthew 7:21-23. In the
context of teaching about those who would enter the kingdom, he states clearly that the
ability to minister in spectacular ways, such as casting out demons, doing miracles, and
prophesying, was of little value if it was not an incarnation of relationship with him. The
key issue is an experiential, personal knowledge of Jesus grounded in a vital relationship
with him. Relationship with Jesus is the foundation for ministry.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to develop, implement, and evaluate a program
of spiritual formation for pastors presently in ministry. The study measured the impact of
this type of experience on the spiritual life of the participants over the course of one year
as well as their view of ministry from a more intentionally incarnational perspective.
Research Questions
The following questions were used to guide the research project.
Research Question 1
What were the participants’ level of spiritual formation and understanding of
ministry prior to involvement in this project?
Research Question 2
What changes in the spiritual lives of the participants were observed at various
points during and at the conclusion of the experience?
Research Question 3
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What changes in the understanding and practice of incarnational ministry were
observed in the participants at the conclusion of the experience?
Research Question 4
What elements in the program of spiritual formation were effective in
bringing about the overall changes?
Research Question 5
What variables help to explain the observed changes?
Definition of Terms
Several key terms bearing on this study need to be defined.
Spiritual Formation
Spiritual formation is the process of being conformed to the image of Christ for
the sake of others (Mulholland, Invitation 15).
Classical Spiritual Disciplines
Classical spiritual disciplines are practices that Christians have used through the
centuries to grow in their spiritual lives. These disciplines are means of grace by which
people can offer themselves to God in specific ways so that God can bring about inner
transformation to the image of Christ. These practices include such things as scripture
reading, meditation, contemplation, prayer, solitude, fasting, study, confession, and
worship.
Incarnational Ministry
Incarnational ministry is an approach to Christian ministry that emphasizes
“being,” godly character, and manifesting the life of Christ as primary factors in the work
of ministry. Key dimensions of incarnational ministry include an emphasis on who a
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person is as the foundation of what a person does in ministry, a continual sense of God’s
personal presence, an awareness of being an agent through whom the life of Christ
touches others, and evidence of the fruit of the Holy Spirit in all dimensions of life.
Rule of Life
A rule of life is an ordered approach to life, a pattern or rhythm of living that
seeks to incorporate spiritual and personal disciplines in a holistic fashion in order to
facilitate the conscious presence of God in all aspects of life.
Description of the Project
This project consisted of a one-year program of intentional spiritual formation for
a group of pastors residing in close enough proximity to each other to allow for consistent
and significant interaction during the course of the study. The project was designed to
include a variety of experiences that would enhance the spiritual development of the
participants and in turn transform their approach to ministry.
The first major component of the program was a series of three researcherdeveloped spiritual retreats, three days in length, that were held at the end of the fourth,
eighth, and twelfth months. The format for each retreat was similar (see Appendix B).
The participants arrived at the retreat center late Sunday afternoon or early evening. On
Sunday evenings, the participants took time to fellowship in an informal manner. A time
of worship, sharing, and prayer concluded the evening. The format for each of the two
full days of the retreat was similar. An opening time of prayer and worship at 7:30 a.m.
was followed by breakfast. The first session was at 9 a.m., followed by an hour of silence
and personal meditation at 10 a.m. The group reconvened at 11 a.m. for a time of
dialogue, debriefing, and sharing about what God had been teaching them during the time
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of personal meditation. The morning ended with the celebration of communion. Lunch
was at noon, followed by some free time. The group reconvened at 2 p.m. for a time of
teaching, followed again by an hour of personal reflection and meditation at 3 p.m., and
gathered together at 4 p.m. to share and dialogue. Dinner was at about 6 p.m. Evening
activities varied from retreat to retreat. At least one night during each of the retreats, the
participants met to share about some devotional readings in a formation-in-common
format. (This format is explained in detail on p. 50.)
The content of the first retreat was centered around an introduction to basic issues
in spiritual formation. These discussions included the definition of spiritual formation,
the classic Christian pilgrimage (awakening, purgation, illumination, union), the
apophatic and kataphatic dimensions of the spiritual life, lectio divina as a model in
approaching reading of texts, and discussion of both the classical and personal spiritual
disciplines.
The content of the second retreat was centered on issues of personal revival.
Teaching focused on various aspects of repentance, personal heart cleansing, and issues
of personal brokenness that needed healing. A time of solitude to assess personal
ministries was also taken; these assessments were then shared in the larger group.
The third retreat focused on prayer. The main content of the retreat was Richard
C. Foster’s book Prayer. Various aspects of prayer were discussed and explored during
this retreat using Foster’s work as a springboard for discussion and implementation.
After initial discussion before the first retreat, the wives of the participants were
invited to attend (and the same two wives attend each retreat, along with my wife). The
participants felt that their wives would benefit greatly from a retreat experience and
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should share in the formative process with their husbands.
Between retreats, I led the participants in an accountability group that met every
two or three weeks for approximately two hours. This group involved sharing of spiritual
journeys (recorded in journals), accountability for implementation of a personal “rule of
life” developed by each person, reading common texts and sharing insights in a
“formation-in-common” format, and time for prayer and encouragement in both personal
life and ministry. The common texts were taken from Devotional Classics, a collection of
readings from spiritual masters throughout the centuries edited by Richard C. Foster and
James Bryan Smith.
Methodology of the Study
This study had several components. I conducted a semi-structured interview with
the participants before the program began to determine their current level of spiritual life,
their use of the classical disciplines, and their general approach to ministry (see Appendix
C). I assessed the change in their spiritual lives and approaches to ministry at various
times during the study. I accomplished these assessments through the use of a semistructured interview of each of the participants approximately six months into the
program (see Appendix D). In addition, each participant was encouraged to keep a
journal throughout the year, summarizing their spiritual journeys and the impact of the
formation experience twice during the experience. The content of these journals was
shared throughout the course of the project, mostly during the accountability group times.
I also took field notes at each meeting and retreat in order to document progress or
change in the lives of the participants. I conducted a final interview with the participants
at the end of the formation project to measure changes in their spiritual lives and their
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understanding of incarnational ministry (see Appendix D).
Subjects
Seven pastors, all self-selected, male volunteers, were involved in this study. Five
of them were serving in full-time ministry appointments with the Missionary Church. The
Missionary Church is a small denomination that has a strong holiness and Anabaptist
heritage and presently consists of about four hundred churches organized into eleven
districts. Denominational headquarters is in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, with the main
concentration of churches in northern and central Indiana, southern Michigan, and
western Ohio. The five Missionary Church pastors involved in this study came from the
North Central District of the denomination, an area along the northern border of Indiana
and southern edge of Michigan. The other two pastors in the study also lived and
ministered within the boundaries of the North Central District but were from different
denominations. One served in the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America, and the other
served with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Six of the seven pastors were
senior pastors. The seventh was an associate pastor of worship but served in a senior
pastor role to a postmodern ministry for college and career-age young adults. Due to the
intensive nature of the data collected on each participant, one pastor could leave the
project before its completion and still provide adequate experience and data from which
to have a viable study.
Variables
The independent variable in this study was the researcher developed program of
spiritual formation experienced by the participants. This program included three threeday retreats, accountability group meetings, development of a personal rule of life, and
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the keeping of a spiritual journal of transformation of life and ministry throughout the
entire process.
The dependent variables in this study were the cognitive, affective, and behavioral
changes that took place in the spiritual lives and ministry practice of the pastors involved.
Variables that could have a bearing on the outcome of this study included age,
number of years in ministry, significant life experiences or crises during the course of the
project, and involvement in other spiritual renewal and formation activities during the
duration of the study.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
I conducted a semi-structured interview with each participant prior to the formal
start of the study to ascertain his current level of spiritual life as well as his understanding
and practice of ministry as it relates to personal spiritual life (see Appendix C). Twice
during the year (at about the fourth and tenth months), the participants wrote a summary
of their own understanding of the progress in their spiritual lives and ministries (see
Appendix G). I conducted another interview with each participant six months after the
beginning of the study (see Appendixes D and F). I kept a field journal, recording
insights and observations after each time the participants met in an accountability setting.
I conducted a final personal interview with each participant at the completion of the
experience (see Appendixes D and F).
Delimitations and Generalizability
This study was limited to pastors serving in full-time positions in the northern
Indiana area (the greater South Bend region). Five of the pastors were members of the
North Central District of the Missionary Church, the sixth from the Evangelical Lutheran
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Church in America, and the seventh from the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). All
of the pastors involved in the study served in churches that could be described as small to
medium-sized congregations located in rural or small towns. Since the demands of
ministry would be similar in any type of pastoral role, I could generalize the results to
other groups of pastors ministering in different contexts or denominations. In addition,
the dynamics of spiritual formation and incarnational ministry cut across denominations
and contexts; therefore, I believe that the elements of spiritual formation and
incarnational ministry, when taught and experienced in the proposed format, would bring
about significant changes in the lives of the participants, whoever they may be.
Overview
Chapter 2 of this work explores the biblical and theological context for the study
and reviews pertinent literature on spiritual formation and incarnational ministry.
Chapter 3 outlines the design of the research. The findings are reported in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 concludes with a summary, interpretation, and the implications of the results of
the study.
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CHAPTER 2
PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE
Biblical and Theological Foundations
The doctrine of the Incarnation stands at the very center of the Christian faith.
God took on human flesh in the person of Jesus, fully God and yet fully human. He lived
among people and experienced the full range of the human condition although he was
fully divine. This mystery is beyond human comprehension. The Incarnation provides a
model for people living lives as followers of Christ and ministering in his name. “The
incarnation of the Son of God not only reveals the true character of God in terms that we
can see, but also displays the full potential of a human life which has been unified by God
through love” (Johnson 16).
“Incarnation” literally means “in flesh.” In his physical flesh, Jesus fully
embodied the divine nature to the point where seeing Jesus was seeing the Father (John
14:9). Jesus’ life was one completely in tune with his heavenly Father at every point.
Jesus could do nothing on his own (John 5:19); he was completely submitted to the
working out of his Father’s will (John. 6:38). Jesus was a human being who was entirely
filled with and empowered by the Holy Spirit, at every moment in perfect harmony and
relationship with his Father. The “being” and “doing” aspects of his life were in perfect
balance. Who he was and how he lived corresponded exactly.
Another way of viewing the truth of incarnation is to use the term “embodiment.”
Jesus fully embodied or personified the Father. Colossians 1:19 states that all the fullness
of God was present in Jesus. He perfectly embodied the nature and character of God
(Heb. 1:3). Jesus, in turn, desires to embody the fullness of his life in and through people,
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stating this explicitly in John 14:20-23. The content of Paul’s prayer in Ephesians 3:14-19
reflects this reality, which climaxes in verse 19 with the statement that people might
“know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, that [they] may be filled with all
the fullness of God.”
Jesus prayed for his followers in a similar manner in John 17:20-23. Describing
his oneness with the Father, Jesus prayed that his disciples would experience the same
type of intimate relationship with the Father that he had. Jesus also clearly stated the
purpose for this close relationship in verse 20: “that the world may believe that you [God
the Father] sent me.” Jesus is teaching that the intimacy of relationship with the Father
has a direct correlation with the effectiveness of being his representatives in the world.
Jesus wants to live his life through people. Since the days of Jesus, Christians
have been trying to understand how to live out this spiritual union with God the Father
through Jesus. The consideration of this new way to live can fall under two
complementary dynamics, that of being and doing, contemplation and action, inner life
and outer life, faith and works, prayer and labor. Various Christian movements and
groups tend to emphasize one side or the other of these two pairs. A harmony between
these polarities must be sought, which can be described as “an ongoing series of choices
(active) to allow Christ to love and serve people through us (passive)” (Boa 506). This
type of living is then “a balanced combination of being and doing in which the latter
flows out of the former” (511).
The nature of Christian ministry is incarnational. Who a person is with another in
ministry may be more important than any specific ministry task that one does
(Mulholland, Shaped by the Word 88). This truth is illustrated in two incidents in Jesus’
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life. The first is Matthew 7:21-23. In this passage, Jesus is warning his hearers that a
profession of faith without doing the will of God (which is understood in the light of a
relationship with Jesus), is not sufficient to enter the kingdom of God. Jesus places
ultimate value upon personal, intimate relationship with him, more important than doing
spectacular works of ministry in his name. In Luke 10:38-42, Jesus is eating dinner at the
home of Martha and Mary. Martha is busy and distracted with the preparations for the
meal while Mary is sitting and listening to Jesus and his teachings. Jesus chides Martha
for not being involved in the one, necessary activity, that of being in his presence and
being formed spiritually as a result. While Mary was receptive and responsive to the
presence of Jesus, Martha was busy performing for him. The difference in these two
women illustrates that the priority is an intimate relationship with Jesus; service for him
flows from this relationship.
Greg Ogden comments as well on the relationship between the ministry of the
word of God and the human vessels who carry out this ministry:
Human beings are the filter through which the Word of God comes to us.
People are the ongoing embodiment of Christ and the written Word.
God’s approach is fundamentally incarnational. He showed Himself in a
person. He continues to show Himself through the vehicle of people in
whom He dwells. (148)
He further asserts that Jesus taught most by modeling (148). The direction of the flow of
the human life is from inside out; what is in the heart will be reflected in what people do
and how they do it.
The Nature of Pastoral Leadership
Spiritual leadership is in a crisis today that stems from confusion over the nature
of pastoral ministry. With an increasing emphasis on gaining skills and competencies, a
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CEO model of ministry has influenced how the Church views successful ministry
(Blackaby and Blackaby 10). Too often, church leaders have uncritically adopted secular
models of leadership as a basis for the practice of ministry rather than evaluating these
models from a scriptural perspective (10). As a result, the character and spiritual
formation of the pastor often suffers. Character development and acquisition of ministry
skills should go hand in hand, but all too often a disconnection exists between these two
(Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath 21). “Today’s leaders seem to have competence and
charisma, but they fall short in the character dimension” (ix). Too many leaders substitute
the appearance of character for the formation of character in their personal lives (15).
The fundamental nature of spiritual leadership and pastoral ministry are crucial
issues for the Church. Successful, biblical ministry flows out of Christlike character,
which emerges from an inner life that is being formed and transformed by the Holy
Spirit. Otherwise, “ministry is only religious activity, or even worse, religious business”
(Clinton 57). Pastoral ministry and leadership is a matter of the heart. The foremost task
for a pastoral leader is to “develop godly character” (57). A leader’s character and
effectiveness is directly linked to the condition of the heart as shaped by obedience to the
Holy Spirit (Barna 70). Dallas Willard affirms the importance of heart development:
“And the best gift I can give to them [people around me] is always the character and
power of Christ in me [original emphasis]” (Renovation 255).
Furthermore, people minister out of their identity and relationship with Christ.
Their actions in ministry are secondary to their character. Bill Thrall, Bruce McNicol, and
Ken McElrath suggest that who people are in relationship to Christ is much more
important than what they do. “When we look back at the work of art called a life, who we
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become and whom we served will expose our true intent” (180). Roy M. Oswald suggests
that “who we are as persons in ministry speaks much louder than words” (x). Henry and
Richard Blackaby identify this dynamic as well: “[M]ore than anything else, people are
looking for spiritual leaders who are clearly experiencing God’s presence. There is no
greater source of influence for spiritual leaders than the manifest presence of God in their
lives” (96). Those in ministry cannot keep their own experience with God hidden from
those to whom they minister. The articulation of “the movements of his [pastor’s] inner
life … is the basis for a spiritual leadership of the future” (Nouwen, Wounded Healer 38).
Spiritual leadership, then, is “not about what we do or how we do it, but about who we
are from the inside out … modeling the life of Christ” (Dodd 100).
If successful ministry flows out of a transformed heart and character and if people
minister out of their relationship with Christ, the first responsibility of pastoral leaders is
to be “joyful, redeemed human being[s]” (Oswald 15), seeking to achieve “a delightful
balance between being and doing” (London 186), “between call and competency,
professionalism and character” (179). The priority, however, must rest on the “being”
side of this duality without in any way diminishing the importance of “doing.” What
people do cannot be separated from who they are. As people develop more in character
and integrity, their effectiveness in leadership and ministry increases. J. Robert Clinton
suggests that “growth in being results in a higher level of doing, which in turn brings out
a need for increased maturity in being, and so on” (157).
The tasks and calling of ministry require a fundamental orientation towards being,
developing a relationship with Christ and godly character. A primary fruit of this
orientation is the increasing ability to discern the voice of God for their particular
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ministry situations, which is vital for a genuinely incarnational ministry. Germane to
leadership is skill in discerning God’s truth (Clinton 142). A concise and powerful
definition of spiritual leadership is “moving people on to God’s agenda” (Blackaby and
Blackaby 20). Advancing God’s priorities is accomplished by learning to hear from God,
which flows out of increasing depth of relationship and development of Christlikeness.
Jesus is the model for ministry: “[O]nce He [Jesus] saw where His Father was working,
Jesus immediately knew the agenda for His ministry” (28). In the same way, pastoral
leaders are asked to live in such intimate communion with God that they will be able to
hear God’s agenda and adjust their lives accordingly (29). Listening to the voice of God
requires much time. This commitment of time is crucial in order to discern all that God
has to reveal to leaders (151). H. B. London agrees, stating that “contemplative praying
and redemptive doing are two sides of the same coin of ministry that must be constantly
polished in a pastor’s spiritual development” (186). The danger lies in allowing this life
of prayer to become one more thing to do rather than a means to intimacy with God and
the development of relationship with the Father.
Peterson captures this same emphasis: “The pastor’s question is ‘Who are these
particular people, and how can I be with them in such a way that they can become what
God is making them?’” (Contemplative Pastor 4). The leader’s job is to sense what God
is up to and join him in his work, helping people “see grace operating in their lives” (5).
Peterson views ministry as a call to “be,” and the pastor’s primary task is to teach people
to pray (89). Prayer here is understood as “the discipline of attending to God, [of]
forming the inner life so that it [is] adequate to the reception of truth” (89). This view of
prayer is comprehensive; prayer is developing relationship with God in all its dimensions.
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In his work Under the Unpredictable Plant, Peterson laments the shift in
understanding the pastoral role from a shepherd or spiritual director model to that of
manager and CEO. He sees a great temptation to substitute religious careerism for the
pastoral vocation. His vision for the pastoral calling and spiritual leadership is primarily
to live out the implications of the word of God in a community of believers. This life is
one rooted in prayer and contemplation, which is the source of all true Spirit-filled
activity. His description of how he wanted to conduct his pastoral duties bears
consideration:
I want to study God’s Word long and carefully so that I when I stand
before you and preach and teach I will be accurate. I want to pray, slowly
and lovingly, so that my relation with God will be inward and honest. I
want to be with you, often and leisurely, so that we can recognize each
other as close companions on the way of the cross and be available for
counsel and encouragement to each other. (39)
The true task and calling of pastors can be summed up in the term spiritual
directors. Pastors are to live out a true passion for God, to show people how to live, to
change society through the power of personal holiness, and to help others see the working
of God in the ordinariness of their own lives. Peterson suggests that pastors too often
abdicate the role of spiritual director in favor of the more comfortable postures of
messiah (helping everyone to solve their problems and meeting needs) or manager
(keeping the machinery and program of the church running effectively); nevertheless,
neither of these two postures is true to the nature of the pastor/shepherd, and they are
only marginally effective in the real growth of the kingdom of God. The pastor’s calling
is to direct people’s attention to God to enable real communion to take place (Under the
Unpredictable Plant 175-82).
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Willard articulates this general understanding of pastoral work in a different way,
delineating the nature and responsibility of the Church. He identifies “spiritual formation
in Christlikeness the exclusive primary goal of the local congregation [original
emphasis]” (Renovation 235). Too often the Church is focused on getting people saved
and into heaven rather than trying to help people experience heavenly life on earth (239).
He observes that “the way to get as many people into heaven as you can is to get heaven
into as many people as you can—that is, to follow the path of genuine spiritual
transformation or full-throttle discipleship to Jesus Christ” (239). The spiritual
development and character formation of pastors then emerges as the key factor in
ministry. The latest techniques, strategies, or trends in ministry are not primary. A pastor
“need only speak Christ’s word from Christ’s character, standing within the manifest
presence of God. Of course we are talking about a steady course of life, not a momentary
inspiration, and for such a life in its leaders the church languishes” (247).
The spiritual life and development of Christlike character of those in spiritual
leadership is foundational to effective and life-changing ministry. Pastors must allow the
Holy Spirit free reign to shape and mold their characters because the only way they will
be able to influence others spiritually is to allow the Spirit greater and greater sway in
their lives (Sanders 33).
Given the indispensable role of personal spiritual formation for the work of
ministry, the next section explores how the Church has understood the dynamics of
spiritual growth and development.
The Nature of Spiritual Formation
Foster, in the opening lines of his book Celebration of Discipline, bemoans the
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superficiality of contemporary culture. His feelings are summarized in the statement that
“the deepest need today is not for a greater number of intelligent people, or gifted people,
but for deep people” (1). Jesus Christ promises that those who follow him in a total
commitment of life and heart will be formed in such as way as to be deeply in touch with
God and with others in a meaningful and life-changing way. People’s hearts need
changing and transforming: “[T]he revolution of Jesus is in the first place and
continuously a revolution of the human heart or spirit” (Willard, Renovation 15).
What Jesus promises, and what the Christian community has proclaimed
throughout the centuries, is that the primary goal of the Christian life is the development
of Christlike character. Actions and service for Christ flow out of inner character.
Christians, therefore, are people who “offer themselves to God to become agents of
divine grace in the lives of others and their world—in brief, persons who love and serve
as Jesus did” (Mulholland, Invitation 25).
The Church has used the term spiritual formation to describe the process of
development into the likeness and character of Christ. Spiritual formation cannot be
reduced to simply another activity of the Church. As Steve Harper warns, “One of the
greatest dangers in contemporary spiritual formation is the temptation to turn it into
another program” (10). Various writers on the spiritual life have defined this process of
formation differently. Willard views the spiritual formation of a Christian as “the Spiritdriven process of forming the inner world of the human self in such a way that it becomes
like the inner being of Christ Himself” (Renovation 22). Kenneth Boa understands the
spiritual life as “an all-encompassing, lifelong response to God’s gracious initiatives in
the lives of those whose trust is centered in the person and work of Jesus Christ” (19).
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Spiritual development and formation is “a journey with Christ rather than a journey to
Christ” (19). The working definition of spiritual formation in this paper is that “spiritual
formation is a process of being conformed to the image of Christ for the sake of others”
(Mulholland, Invitation 15). The biblical truth that supports this understanding is found in
Galatians 4:19 and Colossians 1:27, which refer to the living Christ having taken up
residence in human bodies to shape and form them (see also Rom. 8:11; 1 Cor. 3:16-17;
6:18-20). Growth in spiritual formation means increasing conformity to Christ who
dwells within. As formation in Christ is developed, “the outer life of the individual
becomes a natural expression or outflow of the character and teachings of Jesus”
(Willard, Renovation 22).
The working definition of spiritual formation as cited above needs further
expansion and clarification. First of all, spiritual formation is a process. Conformity to the
character and actions of Christ is a lifelong pursuit. Every experience of life can be seen
to be spiritually formative, either moving one toward or away from Christlikeness.
Salvation in Christ should be seen as a personal relationship that is always in process.
Both God and the individual have a part to play in this process. Philippians 2:12-13
demonstrates this synergistic interplay. Christians are responsible to “work out [their]
salvation with fear and trembling,” which indicates a striving to be involved in those
spiritual practices that will mediate the transforming grace of God to their lives. God’s
responsibility is to be “at work in [them], both to will and to work for His good pleasure.”
Ultimately God is not only the source of sanctifying grace but also of an individual’s
willingness to be involved in the formative process.
The second aspect of this definition of spiritual formation is the dynamic of
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“being conformed” (Mulholland, Invitation 25). God is in control of human spiritual
development. People must yield the ebb and flow of this process into God’s hands,
cooperating with his plan and agenda. In light of the reality that God directs the formative
process, every circumstance can have potential for spiritual formation. All of life is a
means of grace in the continuing development of Christlike character.
The third aspect in the working definition of spiritual formation reflects the goal
of Christian growth. Humans are being conformed “to the image of Christ” (Mulholland,
Invitation 25). This process does not have some nebulous end or vague hope. God desires
that people reflect the very character and heart of Christ in increasing measure. The more
people become like Jesus in character, the more they become whole and human in the
fullest sense. The brokenness that results from sin is being healed as people reflect Jesus
in what they say and do.
The final dimension of spiritual formation is an outward one. God desires
conformity to the image of Christ for the sake of others. Humans were created to love
God and others (Matt. 22:37-40). As Willard writes, “[I]ts [spiritual formation in Christ]
result is love of God with all of the heart, soul, mind, and strength, and of neighbor as
oneself. The human self is then fully integrated under God” (Renovation 31). Human
identity in Christ finds fullest expression when people are in loving, healing, and
reconciling relationships with others. The ultimate concern of life is always outward in
service to others. The goal is becoming God’s people for others even as they become
more like Christ. Beginning each day, people can offer themselves to God as his
instruments in the lives of others, being Christ with them in whatever way is most
appropriate.
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Spiritual writers through the ages have identified four basic movements of the
soul in the process of spiritual formation. These have been labeled as awakening,
purgation, illumination, and union (Boa 507). The first stage starts with the recognition
that something is not right, usually resulting from some type of encounter with God as
well as with oneself. This crisis of soul propels a person to seek God and the spiritual life.
The second stage begins with a decision to pursue the will of God as the goal of life. This
decision results in a change of life direction and cleansing of all aspects of life that are
not in accord with God’s will. The renunciation of all known sins and disobedience as
well as presenting even unconscious areas of brokenness to God for his healing and
restoration accompanies this stage. The third movement of the soul, that of illumination
or faith, is an appropriation of scripture and the power of God to effect positive changes
in understanding, attitudes, and actions. In this stage, a person makes a total surrender to
God. Life is now characterized more and more by love. The final stage of formation is
that of union with Christ, where a person’s life is motivated solely by love for God and
others. In this stage, a person is totally abandoned to the grace of God and moves through
the dark night of the soul and spirit into full union with him. Diogenes Allen comments
on this final movement of the soul:
The goal of the Christian life—both in this world and the world to come—
is union with God. More fundamental to union with God is our sense of
God’s continual presence, an inner stillness that is available to all
Christians. This habitual presence is to be in constant prayer, to always be
present to God and to know that God is always present to us. (149)
Boa offers a six-stage model as another viable way in which to understand the
process of spiritual development. The first stage is that of conversion, which entails an
awareness of the problem of sin and the need for justification through Christ. This initial
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stage is followed by a desire to serve God with natural gifts and talents bestowed by him,
motivated by love of him. This second stage leads to a period of frustrated inadequacy as
an individual lives in the struggle of Romans 7 and realizes that he or she cannot serve
God by human willpower alone. This period of internal struggle gives way to an
experiential understanding of identity in Christ and a living out of the Spirit-controlled
life of entire sanctification (Rom. 6; 8). The fifth stage is the process of renewing the
mind as Paul exhorts in Romans 12:1-2. During this stage, significant growth and healing
takes places in recurring “cycles of surrender and trust and of emptying and filling” (Boa
510) as the Holy Spirit brings to light the reality of new identity in Christ and how this
reality impacts every area of living. The sixth and final stage is union with Christ, which
can only be fully experienced in eternity but is progressively realized in this life (510).
The way in which the person of God is known forms another important aspect of
classic spiritual formation. Spiritual writers have noted two basic ways in which people
have sought to know God, the kataphatic way or via affirmativa and the apophatic way or
via negativa. Originating in the western expression of the Church in the early centuries
after Christ, the kataphatic way emphasizes symbols, images, and metaphors as primary
vehicles for God’s revelation to humans. The knowledge and experience of God is
mediated through external realities. In contrast, the apophatic way, which arose in the
eastern part of the Church, focuses on God’s transcendence, mystery, and hiddenness.
From this perspective, God is more accurately apprehended by looking inward, rejecting
sensory data in favor of contemplation and reflection in order to experience the mystery
and awesomeness of God (Boa 468). The best teaching of spiritual formation through the
centuries realizes that a balance is needed between these two approaches.
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Susan Muto and Adrian van Kaam have added a significant aspect to the
understanding of the nature and process of spiritual formation. They maintains that,
contrary to much of formation thinking that focuses primarily on the development of the
inner life, true spiritual formation is an interplay between several formation poles (64).
Designated the human formation field, these various poles are situated around God
himself, the one doing the transforming work. The first pole is the inner formation pole,
which deals with the personal experience of God and the development of the inner life.
Equally important, however, are three other poles that have crucial roles in formation.
The interrelational pole focuses on community and the dynamic between people. This
pole recognizes that people are products of those who have influenced them, either
through personal relationship or the influence of reading their works. The third or
immediate situational pole takes into account the current life situation of people and the
effect this situation has on formation. The last pole in the formation field, the mediated
world pole, identifies the impact of the world on personal formation. This formation field
model is helpful in identifying the process of spiritual formation in a more
comprehensive fashion, noting various elements that impinge on the development of the
spiritual life.
The Role of Personality and Temperament
The role of personality and temperament is an important dimension in holistic
spiritual formation. Temperament studies suggest that people can be categorized as
having one of four basic temperaments⎯choleric, sanguine, phlegmatic, or
melancholy⎯as dominant in their personalities (Michael and Norrisey 11). With the
development of modern psychology in the twentieth century, much research has been
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done surrounding human personality and temperament, beginning in the 1920s with Carl
Jung’s work. In more recent years, Katharine Myers, Isabel Briggs Myers, David
Kiersey, and Marilyn Bates have built upon Jung’s thinking and refined his work (Boa
477-79).
One prevalent modern temperament and personality theory is based upon the
observation that four basic pairs of preferences make up human temperament. These pairs
are introversion (I)/extroversion (E), sensing (S)/intuition (N), thinking (T)/feeling (F),
and judging (J)/perceiving (P). The first of these pairs, introversion/extroversion, refers to
what energizes a person, either by being alone (I), or by contact with other people (E).
The sensing/intuition pair indicates how a person prefers to receive data from the world,
either through the five senses (S), a more practical, fact-oriented approach, or through
intuition (N), a more inward, creative, visionary orientation. The thinking/feeling
preferences deal with how someone tends to make decisions, either primarily from
thinking and logic (T) or from feelings and emotions (F). The last pair,
judging/perceiving, indicates whether a person prefers order and schedule (J) or
flexibility and spontaneity (P) (Johnson 14). One of each of these pairs is usually
dominant in a person, resulting in sixteen basic temperament types. Chester P. Michael
and Marie C. Norrisey suggest that these sixteen types can be further condensed into four
fundamental temperaments, each represented by a biblical figure: the SJ type, represented
by the apostle James; the SP type, represented by the apostle Peter; the NF type,
represented by the apostle John; and the NT type, represented by the apostle Paul. These
four types can also be associated with four key figures from church history. In order,
these figures are Ignatius of Loyola, Francis of Assisi, Augustine of Hippo, and Thomas
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Aquinas (16).
In normal life functioning, people show a remarkable consistency in using the
more dominant side of each of the preference pairs and only engaging the other side,
often called the shadow, when absolutely necessary (Michael and Norrisey 12). In
healthy psychological development, “one should attempt to activate these qualities of the
shadow and bring them into some sort of balance with the qualities of one’s conscious
life which were developed earlier” (93). One further introductory comment on
temperament is significant here: human temperament should not be seen as fixed and
unalterable. Michael and Norrisey observe that a person’s temperament can shift over a
lifetime (18).
The study of temperament and personality relates to spiritual life and formation in
significant ways. Reginald Johnson asserts that individual personality type does affect a
person’s devotional life and perspective on spirituality (40). People tend to involve
themselves in practices of spiritual formation that most resonate with the more dominant
side of their preference pairs. “All indications point to a close relationship between our
innate temperament and the type of prayer best suited to our needs” (Michael and
Norrisey 16). Boa recognizes that “[i]t is important to appreciate and affirm your
temperamental predisposition regarding spirituality and prayer so that you avoid the
discouragement of thinking you must be unspiritual if you don’t follow a prescription that
marks well for someone else” (479). An unfortunate development in the practice of
spiritual formation in recent years is the tendency to train all people in a type of approach
to the spiritual life that is suited to one particular temperament type (Michael and
Norrisey 8). The history of Christian tradition illustrates a wide variety in devotional
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practices. The Church should celebrate temperamental differences and corresponding
ways of seeking God as something that can enrich the devotional life of all Christians.
Two significant practices in the history of Christian spiritual formation—lectio
divina and the “Jesus prayer”—show a remarkable balance in engaging all four of the
basic temperamental functions (sensing, thinking, feeling, intuition). The process of lectio
divina, the spiritual reading of Scripture or other devotional material, engages each of
these four functions in order. The first step of lectio is the slow and careful reading and
rereading of a small portion of a text, which engages the sensing function of personality.
The next step is that of meditatio, reflection and meditation on the text, which is a
function of the thinking dimension of temperament. After reflection, the third step is that
of oratio, prayer. As a person prays through the insights gained through the text, feelings
are activated. In the final step, that of contemplatio, wordless contemplation, a person
simply sits quietly in the presence of God. The goal here is to apprehend God through
intuition and pure presence. Lectio divina has proven to be a balanced means of spiritual
formation.
Susan Muto sees that the four elements of lectio divina form a template for a
lifetime of spiritual formation. She suggests that these four dynamics—reading,
reflection, prayer, and contemplation—form a lifelong pattern for growth in Christ. “The
pattern is at once circular and progressive. We move back and forth, down and around,
while inching ahead” (36). Adding the elements of silence to prepare the heart and
service as the natural outgrowth of contemplation, she challenges people to enter into the
process of lectio divina not only as a holistic approach to a text, but also as an
overarching approach to life as a journey in formation. Each experience of life can be
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formative as a person enters into the experience, reflects upon it, prays about it, and then
contemplates God, who is in the midst of the particular life situation.
The “Jesus prayer” developed in the Eastern Church in the early centuries of
Christianity. This prayer consists of a small phrase repeated over and over in order to
become conscious of the presence of God in every moment. The most famous of these
prayers is “Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner.” A person can
develop any phrase about God and use it in this way. The phrase should begin with some
attribute or characteristic of God and conclude with some type of short petition. An
example is, “Gentle shepherd, guide me today.” The repetition of this type of prayer can
activate all four basic temperamental functions. The repetition of the words uses the
senses. This repetition also enhances the thinking function, which heightens the sense of
personal connection with God (the feeling dimension). The repetition of the prayer can
also engage the intuition, aiding the experience of contemplation (Michael and Norrisey
25).
One further dimension of temperament and personality awareness can aid in
spiritual formation. In the beginning stages of a relationship with Christ, “we seem
particularly attracted to sources of nurture and wholeness which primarily make use of
our favorite mental function” (Johnson 162); however, spirituality is not about taking the
easy path or doing what is comfortable or natural (39). Engaging in spiritual practices
that one would generally avoid can be a way of achieving greater growth and balance
(Boa 480). Johnson asserts that, during the second half of life, people should give
attention to the shadow side of temperaments, as these “seem to be loaded with
possibilities for spiritual renewal and discovery” (162). As people grow spiritually, they
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should develop greater balance in employing all of the various personality functions
(Michael and Norrisey 21). This process moves people “in the direction of becoming a
blended synthesis of all four [fundamental] temperaments [SJ, SP, NF, and NT] so that
we can adapt to people and situations in increasingly flexible and appropriate ways” (Boa
479), becoming “more full-orbed and Christlike in [our] spiritual journey” (480).
Furthermore, understanding the shadow aspects of personality can help people be aware
of areas in which they might be prone to sin. These areas are not sins in and of
themselves, but “they do predispose us for certain kinds of failings and even can become
occasions for sin” (Johnson 39).
Thomas Merton aptly sums up this approach to temperament and spirituality in
the following way:
Temperament does not predestine one man to sanctity and another to
reprobation. All temperaments can serve as the material for ruin or
salvation. We must learn to see that our temperament is a gift of God, a
talent with which we must trade until He comes. It does not matter how
poor or how difficult a temperament we may be endowed with. If we make
good use of what we have, if we make it serve our good desires, we can do
better than another who merely serves his temperament instead of making
it serve him. (22)
Adrian van Kaam has approached the issue of personality and temperament in
spiritual formation in a different and more comprehensive way, understanding these
issues to flow from four different dimensions of the human personality that bear directly
on the process of formation (57-67). The first of these dimensions is socio-historical,
which refers to the ways in which individual cultures influence human behavior. All
people have been impacted by their own culture; this dynamic needs to be recognized as
a key factor in development of personality and formation.
Van Kaam designates the second dimension as the vital dimension, “the
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embodiment of our presence in this social-historical situation” (58). This area includes
specifics of physiological and psychological uniqueness—physical characteristics,
preferences, temperament, and personality. The functional form dimension is the third
important area in formation. Concerned with the control and management of life, this
area includes gifts, talents, and the way people make choices in line with their
personalities and abilities.
The last of these dimensions is designated the transcendent dimension, which is a
“sense of oneness with all that is, this peaceful awareness of ultimate meaning and
mystery, [that] seems to touch the core of our life” (van Kaam 59). From the beginning of
life, people are oriented toward something greater than themselves. This longing can be
attributed to the reality of humans created in the image of God. A subtle tendency exists
to try and harness this transcendent dimension of life in order to function at a higher
level. In this way, the transcendent dimension of life is being used to serve the functional
side. For holistic formation to occur, these two must be reversed, with the functional
dimension serving the transcendent. The transcendent then permeates all the other vital
dimensions of life and personality.
Encompassing these four dimensions of human personality is what van Kaam
calls the preformation of life. According to Psalm 139, people’s inward parts are formed
in their mothers’ wombs. People have no control over these aspects of their lives, but
spiritual formation is greatly affected by the mystery of God’s unique forming of each
individual.
The Role of Spiritual Disciplines in the Formative Process
Gaining a proper understanding of the nature and role of discipline and training in
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the life of formation is imperative. Oftentimes the disciplined life of grace is understood
in a negative light and as contrary to the freedom of the Spirit. In reality, a disciplined,
Spirit-empowered pursuit of God is his pathway into true fullness of life in Christ. “The
Christian’s journey toward wholeness in Christ … progresses by means of spiritual
disciplines” (Mulholland, Invitation 75).
The classic disciplines of the spiritual life have been part of the spirituality of the
Church since its origin. Many in the history of the Church have written about the practice
and benefits of spiritual disciplines in the pursuit of God. In recent years, a number of
authors (e.g., Mulholland; Foster; Boa; Ortberg; Willard; and Nouwen) have addressed
these issues in fresh ways for the Christian life in contemporary culture. The work of
these men has been crucial in renewing the Church’s understanding and practice of the
classic spiritual disciplines.
Spiritual disciplines are those activities, such as scripture reading, prayer, fasting,
meditation, silence, and solitude, that enable people to cooperate with the grace of God in
the development of their spiritual lives. These activities “support and nurture us in the
healing perspectives and holistic behaviors of God’s realm of wholeness in Christ”
(Mulholland, Invitation 120). Willard offers a comprehensive description of spiritual
disciplines that captures these dynamics:
The disciplines are activities of the mind and body purposefully
undertaken to bring our personality and total being into effective
cooperation with the divine order.… Once the individual has through
divine initiative become alive to God and His Kingdom, the extent of
integration of his or her total being into that Kingdom order significantly
depends upon the individual’s initiative. (Spirit 68)
Formation in Christ is inextricably tied to the practice of spiritual disciplines. Willard
offers the insight that “spiritual growth and vitality stem from what we actually do with
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our lives, from the habits we form, and from the character that results.… [F]ailure to act
will guarantee that character transformation does not take place” (20).
A key issue in properly understanding the nature and role of spiritual disciplines
is the realization that these practices are God’s means of extending his grace to people so
they can be spiritually transformed. Spiritual disciplines are not programs or activities to
complete as ends in themselves; they are the means of experiencing more of God’s
sanctifying grace. Foster states that “God has given us the disciplines of the spiritual life
as a means of receiving His grace. The disciplines allow us to place ourselves before God
so that he can transform us” (Celebration 7). Mulholland agrees, asserting that
“somewhere between the extremes of avoidance of discipline and the imprisonment of
discipline is the holistic practice of balanced spiritual disciplines that become a means of
God’s grace to shape us into the image of Christ for others” (Invitation 103). The proper
attitude in approaching the practice of disciplines is crucial. People are to offer these
disciplines to God for him to use or not use as he chooses (131). People simply place
themselves at God’s disposal when they engage in spiritual disciplines; he does the work
of transformation in his way and time.
Various writers have classified spiritual disciplines in different ways. The
disciplines can be understood in two broad categories, those of instituted means of grace
and those of prudential means of grace (Harper 44). The instituted means were those that
were practiced by Jesus himself and included such things as “prayer (private, family, and
public), searching the Scriptures, the sacrament of the Lord’s supper, and Christian
conference (what today we would call serious conversation about the will of God)”
(Watson 39). The prudential means were those practices developed by the Church
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through the centuries. For John Wesley, these practices included such activities as class
and band meetings, which were accountability groups that met together to grow in grace
through the use of spiritual disciplines. Other prudential means included proper dietary
habits, continual vigilance against temptation, and a joyful attitude in the face of hardship
(Watson 47-48). In Celebration of Discipline, Foster suggests three categories of
disciplines: inward, outward, and corporate. The inward disciplines include meditation,
prayer, fasting, and study. The outward disciplines include simplicity, solitude,
submission, and service. The corporate disciplines consist of confession, worship,
guidance, and celebration. Kenneth Collins understands these disciplines in three main
ways: personal, corporate, and public (151-81). The personal disciplines consist of such
activities as prayer, reading of Scripture, and fasting. The corporate disciplines include
worship, communion, and small group fellowship. The public disciplines are practiced
out in the world and include self-denial, serving the material needs of others, and
evangelism. Willard categorizes the classic disciplines into two broad categories (Spirit
156-91). Disciplines of abstinence—solitude, silence, fasting, frugality, chastity, secrecy,
and sacrifice—are practiced to counteract basic desires of humanity that can form a basis
for sinful patterns to develop: people engage in silence in order to keep their speech
under control; they practice sacrifice in order to keep their self-centered tendencies in
check. These practices of abstinence work against the sins of commission. Disciplines of
engagement, on the other hand, work against the sins of omission. These include study,
worship, celebration, service, prayer, fellowship, confession, and submission. Abstaining
from certain things for spiritual benefit is not sufficient for spiritual growth; people must
also consciously engage in certain practices to nourish their souls.
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The above disciplines are called the classic spiritual disciplines because the
Church, through the centuries, has recognized these practices as important ways in which
Christians engage God in order for him to bring about inner transformation. By
involvement in these practices, people will place themselves in a position for God to
work as they offer themselves to God through the implementation of these disciplines.
People will not practice all of these disciplines all the time, but for a healthy and balanced
life of formation, these disciplines need to be part of a long-range approach to spirituality.
People may choose several of these practices at certain times or seasons of life and then
adapt or vary the pattern of disciplines as God leads.
Mulholland identifies a second type of spiritual discipline crucial to holistic
spiritual growth—the category of personal spiritual disciplines. These practices “deal
with the unique shape of our personal brokenness” (Invitation 120). People struggle in
specific ways with their sinful natures. God wants to transform these specific areas into
conformity to Christ. At each of these points, God calls people to engage in a particular
activity designed to counteract a very specific area of brokenness, “to begin to offer to
God a behavior that is patterned after the image of Christ—a specific discipline” (130). A
personal discipline might be an activity such as a specific, memorized passage of
Scripture to remember every time one is tempted to be critical of another. These
individual personal disciplines, which are means of offering oneself to God so that he
may do the work of transformation, are challenging to develop and implement. Despite
the challenges, these practices have the potential of bringing significant change in
people’s lives precisely at the point where they are least like Christ.
Although all of the classic spiritual disciplines have value in the formative
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process, Christians have understood that several of these practices have more
foundational importance for spiritual growth. The first of these is reading scripture.
Growth in Christlikeness is primarily a function of being shaped by the truth of God’s
word (Mulholland, Shaped by the Word 37). Western culture in general has been
influenced by Enlightenment thinking, especially in regards to a logical, rational,
informational approach to acquiring knowledge. The Church of the western world has not
been immune to this influence. The result has been reading Scripture more for
information and knowledge than heart transformation. The Church has long recognized
that formative reading, the intuitive interaction with Scripture, is most beneficial to the
spiritual life. Harper recognizes “that the primary value of Scripture is devotional” (65),
primarily due to the “iconographic nature of Scripture” (Mulholland, Shaped by the Word
68), which understands the language of Scripture as “a verbal window into the reality of
life shaped by the Word” (68). Without downplaying the value of a rational,
informational mode of scripture reading, Christians should also engage Scripture in a
formational way and adopt the perspective of allowing the text to master them rather than
trying to master it. This reading with the heart instead of primarily the mind is crucial for
the transforming impact of scripture upon life. The devotional masters have long
understood the benefit of lectio divina, spiritual reading, to effect spiritual growth.
Three other classical spiritual disciplines that work in harmony with each other to
produce healthy formation are the disciplines of solitude, silence, and prayer. For Wesley,
the chief of these disciplines was prayer (Harper 45). Willard states clearly that “an
extensive use of solitude and silence is so basic for growth of the human spirit, for they
form an appropriate context for listening and speaking to God” (Divine Conspiracy 277).
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Commenting on prayer, Kent and Barbara Hughes identify its formative power:
Our lives are like photographic plates, and prayer is like a time exposure
to God. As we expose ourselves to God for half hour, an hour, perhaps
two hours a day, His image is imprinted more and more on us. More and
more we absorb the image of His character, His love, His wisdom, His
way of dealing with life and people. (72-73)
Mulholland sees that prayer is a natural outgrowth of both solitude and silence. The
practice of both silence and solitude on a regular basis helps people come to deeper levels
of understanding of who they really are as they are forced to face the myriad of sinful
tendencies and habits that come to light. Silence and solitude tend to strip away defenses
and allow people to see themselves more clearly as God does. Prayer then becomes “the
offering of who we are in the depths of our being” (Invitation 140) so that God can work
transformation at the core of life. The spirituality of the early masters, the desert fathers
as they are often called, was built on these three pillars of discipline: silence, solitude,
and prayer. Henri J. M. Nouwen observes that “flee, be silent, and pray summarize the
spirituality of the desert. These ancient spiritual men and women indicate the three ways
of preventing the world from shaping us in its image and thus the three ways to life in the
Spirit” (Way of the Heart 4). For those in ministry, these three disciplines are especially
important in effective ministry. Nouwen’s words have great insight:
When we have been remodeled into living witnesses of Christ through
solitude, silence, and prayer, we will no longer have to worry about
whether we are saying the right thing or making the right gesture, because
then Christ will make His presence known even when we are not aware of
it. (77)
As important as silence and solitude are, they must be balanced by a corporate expression
of spirituality and formation. Wesley is cognizant of the communal and social aspects of
spiritual growth and developed a system of intentional and structured fellowship to aid in
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growth. His societies, classes, and bands (accountability groups) are models whose
principles can be reproduced today with effectiveness. David Lowes Watson has given
extensive treatment to Wesley’s system of small accountability groups. Giving most
attention to the class meeting structure, Watson provides great insights into the formation
of such groups today based on Wesley’s principles of accountability.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer also emphasizes the importance of the social dimension of
spiritual formation. “God has willed that we should seek and find His living Word in the
witness of a brother, in the mouth of man. Therefore, the Christian needs another
Christian who speaks God’s Word to him” (23). He understands that healthy spiritual
formation is found in a balance between community and solitude (82). Silence enables
wise speech, and speaking enriches times of silence (78). This reality stems from the
nature of silence. Silence for Bonhoeffer is “the simple stillness of the individual under
the Word of God” (79), which results in “the wonderful power of clarification,
purification, and concentration” (80). After speaking only what is necessary and
appropriate, the return to silence is all the more enriching, as people seek for more
wisdom and insight from God. The power of both times of solitude and times of
community is found in God’s word, “which is addressed to the individual in the
fellowship” (89).
The concept of a “rule of life” is a final consideration in this discussion of the role
of spiritual disciplines in the formative process. St. Benedict developed the most famous
rule, or way of ordering both work and prayer, in the monastic movement he helped to
create (Meisel and del Mastro). Although this example is a corporate model of organizing
life, Christians have seen the value of structuring their own lives in such a pattern. A rule
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of life can be defined as an ordered approach to life, a pattern or rhythm of living that
seeks to incorporate spiritual and personal disciplines in a holistic fashion in order to
facilitate the conscious presence of God in all aspects of life. This rule “is meant to help
us establish a rhythm of daily living, a basic order in which new freedoms can grow”
(Thompson 138). The goal of living by a rule of life is the achievement of a “wellordered heart” (Ortberg 194), which is the pathway to a “clearer perception of God’s
presence in the routine of daily life” (196). Developing a personal rule is not a difficult
task. Majorie Thompson suggests that people prayerfully reflect on how they need to
grow, what disciplines they are attracted to and why, where God is calling them to move
out of their comfort zones, and the type of balance needed in life (141-43). This rule can
consist of both the practice of certain classic spiritual disciplines as well as several
personal disciplines. It should be written specifically and given to a trusted friend or
group for the purpose of accountability. A rule can and should be adjusted periodically as
the needs and challenges in personal spiritual formation change over time. The
intentionality of such a rule is the important dynamic for spiritual growth. John Ortberg
sums up this idea: “Jesus’ followers are those who intentionally arrange their lives around
the goal of spiritual transformation…[W]e can learn to be intentional” (202). The goal of
this intentional pursuit of transformation is the increasing ability to be the presence of
Christ for others.
Qualitative Research
This research project was qualitative in nature and employed several different
data-gathering methods, including semi-structured interviews (see Appendixes C and D),
observations and accompanying field notes, and participant journals and written
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responses. Qualitative research “is concerned with individuals’ own accounts of their
attitudes, motivations, and behavior” (Hakim 26). Data in qualitative research is obtained
in three basic ways. The researcher conducts interviews with the people involved in the
study, makes firsthand observations of their attitudes and behaviors, and consults various
documents about the subjects and the experience at hand (Patton 4). This research
methodology has several strengths. “The great strength of qualitative research is the
validity [original emphasis] of the data obtained” (Hakim 27) as well as the “study of
motivations and other connections between factors” (28). Matthew B. Miles and A.
Michael Huberman note further advantages of qualitative study. They identify “naturally
occurring, ordinary events in actual settings,” “local groundedness,” “richness and
holism,” a “sustained period” of data collection, and the fact that qualitative study
“locates meanings people place on events and processes of their lives” as key benefits to
this type of research (10).
Since data in qualitative research comes directly from fieldwork, the researcher
becomes the primary research instrument; therefore, “observational data must have depth
and detail” (Patton 23). The researcher must avoid personal bias as much as possible so
as not to skew the data in favor of the desired outcomes.
The interview is the primary tool used in qualitative research. Michael Quinn
Patton identifies three basic types of interview formats. The informal conversational
interview is simply an unstructured conversation with a subject in which various aspects
of the issue in question are discussed in a free-flowing manner. A general interview adds
more structure to the conversation, suggesting some general questions and direction to
the conversation. The standard open-ended interview, the semi-structured format, is one
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in which the researcher guides the interview by a number of already formulated, openended questions (342-43). All interview protocols have three general characteristics.
They are “extensions of ordinary conversations,” interested in “understanding,
knowledge, and insight,” and the content of the interview can be adapted to “match what
the individual interviewee knows and feels” (Rubin and Rubin 6).
Patton suggests several general rules in formulating interview questions. He first
underscores the need to ask several types of questions, which include inquiries into
personal experiences and behavior, opinion and value questions, and questions relating to
feelings, knowledge, and sensory experience, as well as background or demographic
inquiries (349-51). Further helpful guidelines include asking open-ended questions (353),
asking questions that have only one idea (358), and the use of probe and follow-up
questions to deepen the response to the main questions and provide more detail to the
response (372).
Recording and transcribing the interview is a key part of the research process.
These tasks enable the researcher to have precise data from which to work. Reflecting on
the interview and making additional notes and observations after the interview is also an
important step in the data-gathering process.
Analyzing the content of data obtained in qualitative research is a challenging
process. First, the data must be described and coded (Rubin and Rubin 228). This process
is time-consuming, and the researcher must revisit the data multiple times until categories
and themes begin to emerge. The key is working inductively, allowing patterns to
develop naturally from the data (Patton 453). As these categories begin to define
themselves, the researcher then begins to interpret the data, looking for causes and
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interrelationships. The goal is to “organize the interviews to present a narrative to explain
what happened or to provide a description of the norms and values that underlie cultural
behavior” (Rubin and Rubin 229). The researcher must also explore the possibility of
alternative explanations for the emerging data patterns and conclusions or other ways of
arranging the data that could lead to different conclusions.
A further aspect of qualitative research is crucial to ensure the most accurate
results. The data should undergo the process of triangulation, which is the comparison of
data gathered in various ways. The researcher should compare his own field notes in firsthand observation with the patterns emerging in the interviews or other documents and
data-gathering methodology. This critical comparison serves to validate the data from
different methods of collection over a period of time.
Generalization of results in qualitative research is possible, but “it is a different
type of generalization than … quantitative research” (Wallen and Fraenkel 447). The
researcher is not usually the person to make the general applications of the study. “It is
the practitioner, rather than the researcher, who judges the applicability of the
researcher’s findings and conclusions, who determines whether the researcher’s findings
fit his or her situation” (447).
Summary
Human beings were created to live in close personal relationship with God
through Jesus Christ. As Jesus was God living his life out in human flesh, he desires to
live his life in people, incarnating the divine reality in mortal bodies. The development of
this inward life and presence of God is the most important pursuit of life. Personal
spiritual formation is the key to living in the grace and power of Jesus Christ. People
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involved in the deepening of their relationship with God are then in a position to minister
effectively in his name, joining him in his work of extending the kingdom of God on
earth.
This theme of personal spiritual transformation that forms the foundation of
incarnational ministry is one that must continue to be emphasized if people are going to
truly minister in the power of the Holy Spirit and be useful vessels in God’s hands for the
work of his kingdom. This call must be clearly heard by pastors and other leaders for the
good of the Church and the glory of God.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Pastoral ministry is a pressure-filled calling. The demands of serving a local
congregation stretch pastors beyond the normal limits of physical, psychological,
emotional, and spiritual resources. Because of these pressures, the spiritual life of pastors
is of utmost importance in their success in ministry. Developing and nurturing a life of
spiritual formation and an incarnational approach to both life and ministry is the
foundation for effective service in the church and longevity in ministry.
Due to the demands placed on pastors to perform, grow their churches, and be
experts in all areas of ministry, they can neglect their own spiritual formation. Over time,
the well of spiritual vitality runs dry. Ministry becomes a matter of routine, keeping the
church running effectively or averting crises rather than leading people to a lifetransforming encounter with Jesus Christ and equipping them to serve him out of their
own spiritual growth. Pastors are continually in need of spiritual formation, re-formation,
and even transformation so their ministries can flow out of who they are in Christ and not
out of what they can or should do in the various pastoral tasks of a local church.
The purpose of this research was to develop, implement, and evaluate a program
of spiritual formation for pastors presently in ministry. The study measured the impact of
this experience on the participants’ spiritual lives over the course of one year. It also
measured the change in the participants’ understanding of the nature of ministry as
incarnational, which then could serve as the foundation for the specific tasks of ministry.
Research Questions
The following questions were used to guide the research of this project. The first
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question was designed to explore the participants’ understanding of spiritual formation in
general, their own level of spiritual formation in particular, and how spiritual formation
related to their practice of ministry prior to the program. The second and third questions
focused on changes that occurred in the participants’ spiritual lives and approach to
ministry during the one-year experience. The fourth question addressed the specific
elements of the overall program that were most beneficial in bringing about the changes
in spiritual life and ministry. The last question considered possible variables in addition
to the formation experience itself that could have contributed to the observed changes in
the participants’ lives and ministries.
Research Question 1
What were the participants’ level of spiritual formation and understanding of
ministry prior to involvement in this project?
The answers to this research question provided a baseline understanding of how
the participants viewed their own spiritual lives and ministry. This data revealed the types
of spiritual disciplines and practices that formed the basis of their relationship with God.
This question also addressed how the participants understood their own ministry in light
of their relationship with God. This data was invaluable in assessing the depth and quality
of change in their lives as a result of the program of spiritual formation.
Research Question 2
What changes in the spiritual lives of the participants were observed at various
points during and at the conclusion of the experience?
This research project was designed with the assumption that a yearlong emphasis
on spiritual formation would have a positive and life-changing effect on the spiritual lives
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of the participants. The answer to this question measured the various dimensions of
growth and change in depth, quality, and approach to the participants’ spiritual life,
especially in the development of an incarnational approach to life and ministry.
Research Question 3
What changes in the understanding and practice of incarnational ministry were
observed in the participants at the conclusion of the experience?
This question explored whether changes in the approach to spiritual life and
formation would positively affect the understanding and practice of ministry and whether
a correlation exists between increasing depth of the spiritual life and the view of ministry
as built on the foundation of incarnation and not primarily on the skills and competence
that a person has.
Research Question 4
What elements in the program of spiritual formation were effective in bringing
about the overall changes?
Participants engaged in a number of various practices that the Church has
recognized through the centuries as having value in enhancing the spiritual lives of
Christians as well as their approach to ministry. This question looked for the specific
practices and experiences that were most valuable in deepening the participants’
approach to spiritual life and ministry.
Research Question 5
What variables help to explain the observed changes?
Spiritual growth and development is a complex process that can be affected by
many different factors. Potential variables could include age, numbers of years in
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ministry, and other experiences of spiritual formation outside the specifics of this study.
Other variables might be various types of life situations, crises, family or health issues
that might surface in one or more of the participants’ lives during the course of the study.
Data gathering accounted for these potential variables.
Description of the Components
This spiritual formation experience contained several components that Christians
have employed to deepen their spiritual lives.
Spiritual Retreats
The first component of this spiritual formation project was the retreat experience.
The group met in retreat three times, at the end of the fourth, eighth, and twelfth months.
The format for each retreat was similar. These retreats included times of teaching on the
spiritual life and spiritual disciplines as well as times of personal reflection, group
interaction, and corporate worship. The structure of these retreats was patterned with a
monastic rhythm in mind, with a morning and evening prayer office, celebration of
communion at noon, and ample time for solitude and silence (see Appendix B). These
retreats were held at a retreat center owned by Bethel College.
Accountability Group
The participants met every two or three weeks (depending on schedules) in a
accountability group. These meetings lasted about two hours and followed a basic format.
An opening time of silence was followed by an opening prayer led by me. Each
participant then shared his degree of faithfulness to his personal rule of life, describing
successes, failures, the working of God in his life and ministry, and other information
pertinent to the state of his soul. The rule of life was introduced during the second
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accountability group meeting of the project and the participants had their personal rules
in place by the fourth meeting.
After each person had shared, we spent time in dialogue around two assigned
readings from Devotional Classics. This collection of short excerpts draws on the best
devotional writers and writings from across the history of the church (Foster and Smith).
The dialogue around these readings followed the “formation-in-common” model
developed by Muto and van Kaam (19-24). This model has six movements. The first is
contemplation, a short time of centering silence. Then the facilitator shares his own
thoughts about the text, giving some basic parameters and insights he received. This
second phase is called conferencing, which is followed by the most important movement,
that of conversation. During this time, all participants freely share how the text impacted
them. The fourth step, communion, involves the facilitator sharing some of the common
themes that have emerged during the conversation. The fifth step is called closure;
participants are invited to share any last thoughts or insights. The session concludes with
the final step, a time of prayer, where the group commits to live out any life directives
that were revealed during the time together. We then usually shared any pressing prayer
concerns and closed in a time of corporate prayer.
Rule of Life
Participants were asked to develop and write down a personal rule of life and give
copies to the other members of the group. This task was done during the first two months
of the program, prior to the first retreat. A rule of life is an ordered approach to life, a
pattern or rhythm of living that seeks to incorporate spiritual and personal disciplines in a
holistic fashion in order to facilitate the conscious presence of God in all aspects of life.
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Each participant was asked to spend time alone with God, seeking the spiritual disciplines
and other lifestyle commitments (such as exercise, dietary concerns, family time) that
God was calling them to implement. Much freedom was given in the construction of the
personal rule. The goal was to develop an approach to life that engaged God in a
significant way through spiritual disciplines, could lead to the deepening of personal
growth and incarnational ministry, and was sufficiently specific to provide accountability.
Subjects
Participants in this study were all in full-time ministry during the course of the
study. Seven pastors, all self-selected volunteers, took part; five were ministering in the
North Central District of the Missionary Church, Inc. The other two pastors served in the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
respectively. An initial e-mail (see Appendix A) was sent out through the North Central
District office to all pastors in the district, informing them of the purpose and nature of
the study. The e-mail outlined the basic nature of the study, time commitments, and the
desire to identify those in ministry who were hungry for personal and ministry renewal.
Pastors were asked to respond if interested in such an experience of renewal and
transformation. Five of the participants responded via e-mail. I personally invited the
pastor involved in the Christian Church to be part of the study group. The Lutheran pastor
ministered in the same town as one of the Missionary Church pastors and was personally
invited to be part of the group.
The participants ranged in age from 26 to 52 and have been in ministry from five
to twenty-two years. All were married men; all but one had children. All were located in
close proximity in the north central region of Indiana. Geographical proximity was a key
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factor in the selection of the participants as the program involved regular meetings
together at a central location.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
This study was an evaluative study that was qualitative in nature. Three semistructured interviews were the primary means of measuring the responses and changes in
the spiritual lives and ministries of the participants. In the first interview, I sought to
discover the participants’ levels of understanding and practice of spiritual life and
ministry and their reasons for wanting to be a part of this experience (see Appendix B).
The second and third interviews sought to ascertain specific changes that were taking
place in the participants’ lives and ministries as a result of this experience (see Appendix
C). The interviews were done at three different times: at the beginning of the study, at the
midpoint of the study, and at the end of the study.
Dr. Terry Linhart, an independent evaluator with a doctorate in educational
curriculum studies and expertise in qualitative research evaluated the semi-structured
interview format for soundness of wording and format before implementation.
I also took thorough field notes each time the participants were together, either in
the accountability groups or at the retreats. These notes attempted to document the
progression and development in the cognitive, affective, and behavioral changes
regarding spiritual life and ministry.
A final component of data collection was the written responses of the participants.
The participants were encouraged to keep spiritual journals throughout the experience
and summarized the entries for me in written form twice during the course of the project,
after the fourth and tenth months of the project. The content of these journals was also
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shared informally during the group meeting times.
Variables and Control
This study was designed to impact the participants’ spiritual life and approach to
ministry. The various components of the spiritual formation program, including the threeday retreats, the accountability group meetings, the implementation of a “rule of life” for
each participant, and the experience of close fellowship and interaction, were the
variables that affected the outcome of the study.
These variables were measured qualitatively with data collected by use of semistructured interviews, participant journals, and researcher field notes. Triangulation of the
data from these three sources provided the necessary validity for the conclusions that I
drew. Content analysis of the interviews, written responses, and field notes provided the
primary way of handling the data and drawing conclusions. When analyzing the
interview data, I studied each of the responses to a particular question, looking at the
experience of the participants as they lived and described their experience. I then
correlated the answers to each question looking for common themes to emerge. I
followed the same procedure when analyzing the participants’ written responses. I
analyzed the data from my field observations by looking for common themes in each
participant’s experience to emerge as well as common issues in the group as a whole.
When measuring dynamics of personal spiritual change and approach to ministry,
a number of variables in addition to the formation program could have significant effect
on personal and ministry approach transformation. These variables could include any
other important spiritual formation experiences outside of this particular program:
personal or family crises or other life situations that could be formative spiritually. I was
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careful to track these types of circumstances in the participants by taking notes on these
issues as they became evident during the course of our meetings and retreat times. I
documented any specific issues that might be considered variables in each of the
participants. I dialogued with each person as I observed a potential variable outside the
parameters of this study that could impinge on spiritual formation and ministry
development, asking each person how these variables were impacting their spiritual
formation and ministry.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This study focused on the impact of a program of spiritual formation on the
development of an incarnational perspective of both life and ministry for pastors in local
church ministry. As the demands of ministry put increasing pressure on local pastors,
establishing patterns of spiritual formation that root the practice of ministry in an
intentionally incarnational framework is essential to the long-term health and
effectiveness of ministers and their ministry. The findings of this study revealed the
changes that took place in the lives and ministries of the participants during the course of
this yearlong formation experience.
These findings resulted from three major methods of data collection. The first
method was personal observation; I carefully observed the participants during all the
phases and components of the project, taking field notes to document observations.
Second, I conducted three interviews with the participants—at the beginning of the
project, about halfway through the year, and at the end (see Appendixes C through F).
The participants also provided two written responses that summarized their own growth
and development (see Appendix G). These written observations were completed after the
fourth and tenth months of the project.
The main source of data came from my personal observations throughout the
course of the project. As I interacted with the participants at every group meeting and
retreat, I created field notes of their growth and development in their spiritual lives and
ministries. The amount of time we spent together during the year allowed me to get to
know each of the participants quite well. Insights that surfaced during formal interaction
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in group meetings and retreats as well as insights gleaned in informal dialogue and
interaction provided a wealth of data. These insights were recorded in written form for
study, analysis, and reflection at the end of the project. The interview protocols provided
additional information and data that generally supported the common themes that were
emerging from each man’s life and from the group as a whole. The two written responses
added a third source that reflected the themes that characterized the development of this
group of men. The triangulation of these data collection methods helped to ensure the
validity of the findings. As I have reported the findings below, I have drawn from all
three sources of data and woven together findings and conclusions thematically,
reflecting the answers to the research questions posed at the beginning of the study.
Researcher as Instrument
The findings of any qualitative research and the personal and professional
background and experience of the researcher are closely linked. The researcher becomes
the primary instrument through which data is gathered, analyzed, and interpreted.
Knowing background information and experience about the researcher can aid in
understanding the results of the study and even in gauging the validity and usefulness of
the results.
I have been in full-time, vocational ministry since 1979, serving in a variety of
capacities. I began my professional ministry with a two-year term of service with Campus
Crusade for Christ. During this time I was involved in intentional discipleship and
spiritual formation for the first time. This experience was transforming for me as I began
to realize that issues of spiritual formation and discipleship lie at the heart of what it
means to follow Christ and minister in his name.
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Following this time with Campus Crusade, I spent three and one-half years on
staff of a church with responsibilities in youth and music. I began to work out my
understandings of spiritual formation and discipleship with groups of youth and adults in
this church setting. I entered Asbury Seminary in 1984 and graduated in 1987. During
these years I was heavily involved in a spiritual formation ministry headed by an Asbury
Seminary professor. My understanding and practice of the dynamics of discipleship and
formation were greatly enhanced by this time of training and ministering in discipleship.
The next ministry assignment involved spending two years with a short-term
church planting ministry in Indonesia. This experience began to shape my understanding
of incarnational life and ministry in profound ways. I returned to the United States in
1990 and began pastoral ministry. In both of the churches I pastored, I was significantly
and intentionally involved in spiritual formation with individuals and small groups,
seeing this type of ministry as the foundation of what I was called to do. Since coming to
Bethel College in 1997, I have been in an ongoing ministry of mentoring, discipleship,
and spiritual formation with individual students, groups of students, individual faculty,
and groups of faculty.
This study of the impact of a program of spiritual formation for pastors is a
culmination of what I see as the major emphasis in the last twenty-five years of my
professional life in ministry. I feel that I have invested significant time and energy in
learning the dynamics of spiritual formation and discipleship, implementing these in my
own personal life and ministry, and helping many people in various contexts grow and
develop in their own spiritual lives. I sense that my observations from this particular
study have been informed by significant experience and training in these areas.
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Profile of Participants
The following section provides information about the participants of this project.
Demographic and Background Information
The following information was obtained in the pre-project interview protocol (see
the first six questions of the interview protocol in Appendix C). Seven pastors
participated in this study, ranging in age from 26 to 52. All seven were married males.
All but one had children, and all but one of those who had children still had children at
home. Experience in vocational ministry varied from five years to twenty-two years. The
educational level of the participants ranged from bachelor’s degrees in ministry to
seminary work; one pastor was in a doctoral program in worship. Six of the men were
senior pastors and the seventh was an associate in worship and also provided pastoral
leadership to a ministry geared to college and career age young adults. Three of the senior
pastors were in their first pastorate and the other three were serving at least their second
congregation as senior pastor. One pastor had been in hospital chaplaincy work for
sixteen years before beginning pastoral ministry. Present terms of service at their current
locations ranged from one year to twelve years. Specific information about each pastor
follows.
Pastor 1 was 36 years old, married for thirteen years, with two children, ages ten
and eight. He had been in full-time ministry nine years, serving his present church as
senior pastor for six years. Previous to this ministry, he had three years of service as an
associate pastor at another church. He has a degree in nursing and a bachelor’s degree in
ministry from a Christian liberal arts college. His call to ministry came during a time of
evaluation during his nursing career and culminated with the closing of the hospital
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department of which he was manager. Within two weeks, he received a call from a
church inquiring if he would be interested in considering a staff position. He made this
move and began his full-time ministry vocation.
Pastor 2 was 52 years old, married for twenty-three years, with five children
ranging in age from twenty to thirteen. He had been in full-time ministry for twenty-four
years, serving as a hospital chaplain for sixteen years, as an associate pastor for six years,
and as a senior pastor for 2 ½ years. He has master’s level seminary training as well as a
master’s degree in community education. His father was a pastor and did not necessarily
want to follow in these steps; however, after opportunities in community education did
not materialize, he began seminary as a way to confirm a growing sense in his mind that
God was leading him into ordained ministry. His seminary experience confirmed this
call.
Pastor 3 was 38 years old, married for sixteen years, with three children, ages
nine, three, and four months. He had been in full-time ministry for eleven years, serving
as senior pastor at the same church during this entire time. He began this ministry directly
after graduating from seminary. He also has an undergraduate degree from a Bible
college. His call to ministry came during his second year in college. He had been
planning to enter business with his dad but sensed a clear call to ministry. This call was
confirmed by many others, and he subsequently pursued seminary training.
Pastor 4 was 26 years old, married for three years with no children. He had been
in full-time ministry for two years as an associate pastor in worship with additional
oversight and teaching responsibilities in a college and career age ministry connected
with the church he served. He also served three years as a part-time associate while in
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graduate school. He has a master’s degree from seminary and plans to pursue doctoral
work in the future. His call to ministry emerged in high school around his two main
interests, music and the Bible. He did an undergraduate degree in music with the
intention of pursuing seminary education so that he might be trained in these two
passions.
Pastor 5 was 42 years old, married for twenty years with two children, ages
fourteen and eleven. He had been in full-time ministry for twenty years, both as an
associate and senior pastor. He had been serving his current church for six years. He has
seminary training and was involved in a doctoral level program in worship studies during
the project year. His call to ministry emerged in high school and was greatly influenced
by the central role that ministry played in his own family growing up.
Pastor 6 was 49 years old, married for thirty-two years with two grown children.
He was serving his first church as senior pastor, having begun only several months before
this project started. Previous to this ministry appointment, he had served several churches
as a part-time associate pastor over a period of ten years as well as being involved in
church-planting work. He has a bachelor’s degree from a Bible college. His call to
ministry developed over a number of years in the midst of various levels of ministry in
several different churches.
Pastor 7 was 42 years old, married for twenty-one years with four children
ranging in age from nineteen to eleven. He had been in full-time ministry for twenty
years, serving as an associate pastor out of college and in his second church as senior
pastor during this project. He had been in his current church for two years. He has a
master’s degree in ministry from a Christian liberal arts college. His call to ministry came
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during his freshman year in college. He was an accounting major and felt the Lord
redirecting his life into ministry. This call was confirmed through a number of ways
during the next several years.
Motivation to Participate in This Program
Several themes emerged clearly through the pre-project interview (see Appendix
E). None of these men were just beginning in ministry; however, they all admitted a
sense of need for an intentional system for ongoing spiritual formation and accountability
in their lives. All of them had had these types of structures (pastors’ groups,
accountability groups with other men) at certain times in their lives but expressed the
desire for something more.
Three of the pastors commented on their growing realization that the depth of
their ministries was directly connected to the depth of their spiritual lives. One man in
particular had been serving his church for about six years. He stated that in recent months
the Lord was showing him that the church needed a new pastor but that he was to be the
new pastor. He needed personal transformation, renewal, and a fresh perspective on life
and ministry.
Another key motivation that emerged was the need these pastors felt for a more
structured, disciplined, consistent approach to their own spiritual lives. They expressed
the need for better spiritual habits as well as the tools necessary to establish new patterns
of spiritual life. They all agreed that an accountability structure with other men,
especially those in ministry, would be of great value. The development of deep and
meaningful relationships of mutual encouragement with other like-minded pastors was of
great importance.
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An additional motivation was expressed by one pastor in the pre-project
interview. Having ministered at his church and been involved significantly at the district
level for twelve years, he remarked to me that during those years he had multiple
opportunities to enhance his skills and competencies in ministry through districtsponsored workshops, seminars, and conferences; however, not once was there a program
or opportunity offered with the stated purpose of deepening his own spiritual life in an
intentional and ongoing way. He stated that the lack of emphasis on spiritual formation as
the foundation for ministry was discouraging; he realized that he needed to recapture this
emphasis that had waned since his seminary days.
Practice of Spiritual Disciplines by Participants at the Beginning
All of the pastors were involved in some type of Bible study and prayer times as
their primary spiritual or devotional practices (see Appendix E). The general feeling from
the participants was that this time was not consistent or significant enough. Two pastors
confessed the difficulty of separating personal devotional and formation time in the Bible
from preparation for teaching and preaching and desired to correct this practice.
All of the pastors had experimented with other types of spiritual disciplines and
practices, although not with consistency. Four pastors had engaged in fasting at various
times; one pastor experienced a forty-day fast several years earlier. One pastor had tried
spiritual journaling but without much success or consistency. One pastor had attempted
periodic times of worship in music accompanied with prayer; another had experimented
with times of silence and solitude at a local retreat center.
A general longing for more concentrated time in scripture and prayer was evident,
as was a more disciplined, reflective approach to life. One participant stated that he
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desired “a deeper dialogue with God on an ongoing basis.” Another expressed a deep
“desire to stay on fire for God over a lifetime.” These pastors, while expressing these
types of desires, also realized that their current devotional practices and approaches to
their spiritual lives were not enough to realize these longings.
Ministry Needs of Participants at the Beginning
All seven pastors were in the midst of busy parish work. All would be considered
effective leaders by others on a district or denominational level; however, all the
participants expressed the need to develop greater spiritual depth in their ministries. This
theme was stated in different ways, but the need was clear (see Appendix C). One pastor
remarked that the only way for his church to grow deeper was for him to lead the way in
this growth. Another remarked that he longed for his ministry to grow out of times of
reflection and study, that ministry preparation should come at the end of this process of
prayer and reflection since times of quiet and meditation form the environment for
creative work to emerge. Three others expressed the need for their ministries to grow out
of their own personal spiritual lives, that a balance was needed in the integration of
personal maturity and ministry to deepen the commitment of love to the people of the
church. One pastor observed the vital connection between his own personal formation
and that of his congregation, longing to develop and lead a Spirit-driven people. In short,
these men were desiring an incarnational ministry that flowed from an incarnational
approach to life.
A second major need in the ministry of these men also surfaced: the need to focus
on the task of equipping people for ministry. One pastor observed that he was
transitioning out of a chaplain’s role and into a more intentionally equipping mode.
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Another pastor was in the midst of a major overhaul of the ministry of the church,
adopting a discipleship paradigm across the whole life of the congregation. Three others
identified the necessity of practical tools to train others; one pastor had a supervisory role
over others in the district and needed additional input as to how to go about doing this.
All these issues can be summed up in the need to reproduce spiritually, allowing the life
of Christ within to be multiplied in the lives of others so every member of a local church
could function properly.
Other ministry needs that were expressed included the development of a vision
and strategy, a model for leading a time of transition from a family-based to a more
suburban church, and practical helps for one man who is in the midst of his first lead
pastor role.
Participant Attendance during the Project
An additional piece of introductory data needs to be addressed: the regularity of
attendance at both the accountability groups and the retreats. The accountability group
met a total of twenty times during the course of the year and retreats were held three
times, which means that the group met about every other week during the project. Figure
1 shows the frequency of attendance at the accountability group by each of the
participants. The average attendance at any given accountability group was 4.2
participants, which was about 60 percent of the total group.
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Figure 1. Accountability group meeting attendance.

Figure 2 shows the attendance patterns for the three retreats. The average
attendance at the retreats was 4.3 participants, also just slightly above 60 percent. The
attendance at the retreats waned as the project year progressed. Five men attended all or
part of the first and second retreats, but only three attended the final retreat. The overall
retreat experience was less than had been planned. During all three retreats, one or more
of the participants came late, left early, or had to leave and return later; furthermore, only
one of the three retreats was the intended length. The second retreat was two and one-half
days and the third retreat was only one full day instead of two. The shortening of the
retreats as well as the coming and going during the retreats were due to conflicts such as
family issues, pressing ministry issues, and other time pressures that did not allow the
participants to commit to the full retreat experience. These conflicts did not surface until
the group was at the retreat center; shifts in the length of the second and third retreats had
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to be made at that time.
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Figure 3 shows the combined attendance for all the events in the project.
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Figure 3. Combined attendance for all events.

Reasons for absences at either the accountability group meetings or the retreats
were varied. The conflicts ranged from personal illness to vacations to pastoral duties
(such as funerals) that conflicted with scheduled times. Perhaps the most common reason
for absence at any given time were the demands of ministry that eliminated the formation
group out of the schedule. Pastor 3 had the lowest attendance of any of the participants.
His regular absences can be accounted for in part by the life experiences he encountered
during the course of the project. He had hip surgery two months into the project, which
sidelined him for several weeks. His associate pastor also resigned in the midst of the
project, leaving him with increased duties and stresses. Pastors 4 and 7 had similar
attendance figures, although pastor 4 was away on a sabbatical leave for two months,
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missing four of the covenant accountability group times. Not once during the entire
year—either in an accountability group meeting or at a retreat—were all seven
participants present at the same time. Finally, while none of the pastors left the project
during the year, consistent attendance and participation was more difficult to sustain as
the year progressed.
Changes in Spiritual Lives of Participants
Involvement in this formation project had a positive impact on all the participants.
The following delineates the changes that occurred.
Practice of Spiritual Disciplines
Without exception, the participants grew in their understanding and
implementation of the disciplines of the spiritual life. A greater commitment to and an
increasing consistency in the use of disciplines in spiritual development was evident in all
seven men. All participants recognized the haphazardness of their own devotional lives
and became more consistent. This regularity of seeking God through the classical
disciplines resulted in a greater spiritual foundation for life and ministry. The
intentionality of such a pursuit of God created more freedom in both life and ministry.
Not only did the regularity and consistency of a disciplined life increase, but the
disciplines became more lifegiving and refreshing as the year progressed, rather than
simply being routines or obligations to be fulfilled. One of the pastors also experienced a
heightened sense of joy in his walk with God. The ability to live in the conscious
presence of God developed as well as an awareness of living with more purpose and
direction each day. Four participants experienced a deepening of their prayer lives, more
practice of solitude, silence, contemplation, reflection, and an increased love for God and
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others. One pastor reported an enhanced freedom in prayer and the commitment to
schedule four full mornings a week for prayer and study, a marked difference from
previous practice. Another pastor experienced a return to what he called a “Sabbath
rhythm” to his life, greatly aiding his spiritual formation. The pastor who was probably
the least familiar with the spiritual disciplines beyond reading the Bible and praying saw
his life take on new dimensions and depth as he engaged in the more reflective practices
of silence and solitude.
All of the participants reported a struggle in maintaining consistent spiritual
disciplines during the summer months, as the rhythm or flow of life changed for their
families and churches. The pastors also admitted that, even though the practice of
spiritual disciplines had becoming increasingly regular and more central in their lives, the
tendency existed to push these practices aside during the more hectic days or weeks of
life and ministry.
Incarnational Living
Incarnational living dealt with the ability to experience the presence of God, to
function more with a sense of “holy leisure,” and to demonstrate a growing evidence of
the fruit of the Spirit. The development of a pattern of incarnational living was expressed
by all participants, although often in very different terms. This diversity of expression is
as it should be because each person’s spiritual journey is unique.
The participants were unanimous in their experience of growth in an incarnational
approach to life. They expressed the reality of being connected with God at deeper levels
and increasing centeredness in God throughout the day that was not present before.
Three men also discovered that they were feeling more settled and unified as individuals.
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One pastor reported that he is much more able to be present right where he is, practicing
the presence of God as a significant key to life and ministry. Three pastors felt a greater
sense of the guiding and directing of the Holy Spirit with the increasing ability to find
God in the everyday. One man in particular sensed more of Jesus’ love flowing through
him and a greater awareness of following Jesus through the experiences of life. Another
pastor, in the midst of some ongoing, challenging circumstances, saw a more peaceful
flow of life developing with an accompanying inward stability not present before. This
pastor also stated that others had noticed and commented on this change in his approach
to life.
Three participants described their personal growth in terms of being able to live
more contemplatively with a greater appreciation and awareness of God and his
revelation in Christ. A significant image was offered by one man; he stated that he felt
that God was molding him into a new person.
Changes in Participants’ Approach to Ministry
The expectation throughout the project was that growth in personal spiritual
formation and incarnational living would positively affect the understanding of and
approach to ministry. All of the pastors identified significant changes in their perception
of ministry as well as their practice of ministry. Although the participants embraced this
new paradigm of ministry intellectually and emotionally, working it out in their lives
would require more time.
Two broad areas of growth were observed. The first area concerned a renewed
understanding of ministry. This philosophical shift was verbalized in various ways: (1)
ministry should be about assisting in the spiritual formation of people as a primary task;
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(2) ministry needs to flow from the “Divine Center”; (3) helping grow people to be like
Jesus is foundational; and, (4) if ministry is in Jesus’ name, then more of Jesus must be in
me. One pastor had an epiphany while preaching one Sunday morning. In the middle of
his sermon, he was struck with the reality that ministry flows from a transformed heart
and that thinking otherwise was futile. This defining moment was a turning point for him
in terms of his understanding and practice of incarnational ministry. He also began to
evaluate the training that most pastors receive relative to ministry, especially beyond the
confines of academic institutions. All of the seminars, conferences, and workshops that
he has attended over the years that gave him various methods, formulas, and techniques
for ministry resulted in an unused collection of notebooks. He began to realize that this
type of input was relatively unimportant when compared with the development of his
spiritual life and the lives of those to whom he was ministering. This pastor remarked that
he is approaching his ministry much more contemplatively.
One participant observed that he was experiencing organic changes in his
understanding of ministry. He discovered that he was being less “exterior” and more
devotional, undergoing a shift in focus away from methods and toward people. He began
to see those he was ministering to and with as legitimate ends in themselves and not as
projects or means of completing a task or project. Another pastor had been experiencing a
greater sense of peace and patience, a relaxing of intensity, and the realization that more
of Christ is flowing through him in ministry.
A second area of growth was apparent in the practice of ministry, especially that
of preaching and teaching. Four of the participants identified that their preaching and
teaching was flowing more out of a life with God and not separate from their own
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formation. The content of the spiritual masters that was read and discussed throughout the
year had impact on the depth and style of preaching and teaching. One pastor, who
recognizes a clear teaching gift in himself, reported a renewed joy, energy, and freedom
in teaching, much more in the flow and leading of the Holy Spirit. He also identified a
decrease in concern for the “public effect” of his ministry; he reported growing in his
concern for the faithful exercise of his gifts as a key measure of his ministry. Another
pastor summed up the change in his preaching and teaching in this way, “I have sensed
more of God and less of me.”
Two of the participants sensed more awareness of Christ’s presence in the
practice of ministry. One pastor remarked that he had been more conscious of what Christ
would have said or done in the midst of specific ministry situations; another noticed that
he was becoming more patient with people who needed to grow in certain ways.
Impact on the practice of ministry also had implications for those outside the
scope of this project. Three of the pastors serve on a district committee on ordination and
credentialing, having responsibilities for interviewing and assessing candidates for
ministry. One pastor reported that the questions he asks of people seeking licensing are
different as a result of this project’s emphases. He now inquires about the understanding
and practice of incarnational life and ministry. He also began supervising a group of
pastors in a small group setting and brought the same concerns to this group.
All the pastors admitted to the temptation to overwork and approach ministry
from a functional rather than an incarnational perspective. Growth has taken place in this
area. The most significant instance occurred in the life of one pastor who admitted that he
was a workaholic and thrived on the adrenaline rush of always being busy. Due, at least
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in part, to his involvement in this project, he realized that he had been operating at an
unsustainable pace for far too long. In light of this realization, his church granted him a
seven-week sabbatical that began just as his involvement in this formation project was
ending. He and the church recognized his need for a time of complete rest, renewal, and
transformed approach to both life and ministry.
Evaluation of Specific Components of the Project
The specific components of this project had impact on the lives of the
participants. The following discusses the specifics of the life changes that occurred.
Rule of Life
Each participant was asked to prayerfully develop a rule of life⎯a set of spiritual
disciplines that would provide a structure and foundation for personal formation and selfcare. Five of the participants put this rule in written form and gave copies to the other
participants. The other two pastors (pastors 3 and 7) did not officially write a rule to share
with the others, but one of these pastors stated that he developed a general rule that was
always in the front of his mind as a template for living.
The participants that developed a rule were in agreement that this approach to the
spiritual life was of benefit. This structure provided a wonderful way to bring more
purpose and order in pursuing God because the rule brought greater focus to their
devotional practices. For all the pastors, developing and living by a rule of life was more
challenging than anticipated. Consistency in implementation was the hardest when life
became busy; the rule was then often pushed to the background. The pastors realized the
necessity of faithfulness to their disciplines, no matter what life circumstances developed.
One participant admitted that he was much too ambitious in his initial plan. After
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adjusting it some during the course of the year, he found it much more manageable and
effective.
One of the pastors had developed and implemented a rule of life about ten years
ago but had been having trouble living by it in recent months. The discipline of a rule for
this project renewed his commitment and practice of his own rule, which once again
became a unifying and life-giving factor in his life. He was thankful for this emphasis.
Interaction with Devotional Texts
The reading and interaction around the texts from Devotional Classics provided a
great source of spiritual nourishment and refreshment for all the participants (Foster and
Smith). The readings in this collection are drawn from the great devotional masters
throughout the history of the church. For the most part, these pastors were unfamiliar
with both the writers and the richness of the content. They expressed great appreciation
for the opportunity to read and dialogue about these texts in the “formation-in-common”
format. The variety and depth of these writers provided continual encouragement to
pursue an incarnational life and ministry. The comment was often made that the
interaction with these texts lifted the group to meaningful encounters with God. At one
time or other, all of the pastors expressed how much these readings added spiritual depth
to prayer and reflection times and challenged them to rethink their relationship with God
and approach to ministry. Three pastors in particular commented on the effect this
reading had on their preaching and teaching. These texts also fostered a more
contemplative perspective to life and ministry.
Two of the short selections were assigned for each group meeting. In this way, the
group worked through about three-fourths of the entire collection. Although some of the
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readings were harder for the group to connect with than others, the consistent observation
by the participants over the course of the year was how contemporary and applicable the
readings were to modern life and ministry despite being written in vastly different eras of
church history. The continual call back to spiritual formation and incarnational living was
a recognizable benefit of reading these selections.
The “formation-in-common” format proved to be a significant way in which to
interact with the texts. The times of silence at the beginning and periodically throughout
the dialogue enabled the Holy Spirit to shape and form the participants with minimal
external direction. Although I led each of these sessions, we were all aware that the Holy
Spirit was the real leader and shaper of each experience together.
Biweekly Group Meetings
Even though attendance at these formation and accountability meetings only
averaged about 60 percent of the participants, all involved agreed that these meetings
became the central aspect of the whole formative experience. These gatherings kept the
participants centered and focused on spiritual formation. The accountability was
invaluable in keeping the men faithful to their personal rules of life. One pastor shared
that he was always conscious of this accountability dynamic, which became a motivation
to abide by it. The community that was formed among the men proved to be a significant
thing for all; the pastors commented that they eagerly anticipated each of the meetings.
The awareness that they were part of a group of men committed in serious ways to
spiritual formation and incarnational life and ministry was of great benefit. The
community continued to grow and develop as the year wore on; each gathering became a
safe place to debrief about life. The experiences of each of the group members were
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mutually encouraging and formative as well. Three of the men in particular realized the
need to keep this type of regular community in place once the project was over.
Keeping the focus on personal spiritual formation and away from issues of church
and ministry was a constant challenge, but this emphasis was what made the group
meetings refreshing for the participants. The pastors commented that the focus on
personal life issues was distinctive from most gatherings of pastors in which they had
participated. All too often fellowship groups for pastors end up concentrating on the
discussion of skills for ministry or else degenerate into whine and gripe sessions about
issues of ministry and their particular situations. Although these issues occasionally
surfaced, the group was quickly redirected back to issues of spiritual formation and
incarnational ministry.
Retreats
The retreats were high-water marks during the course of the year. The participants
appreciated the extended time to build community and bond together. The format of the
retreats was structured to allow an alternation between corporate times of worship and
teaching and times for personal meditation and reflection. This rhythm was beneficial for
personal formation and also for the opportunity to deal with the content in a more
comprehensive fashion. Other comments included the observation that the retreats were a
real boost to the spiritual life, a needed respite from the demands of ministry, and an
integral part of the formation process. For one pastor, the retreats kept him from “going
overboard” personally at several crucial times during the year. Another pastor reported
that a significant spiritual insight in an area of struggle occurred during one of the
retreats.
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After some discussion at the beginning of the project, the participants thought
inviting their wives to participate in retreats if they were available and interested would
be a good idea. This decision proved to be a wise one. Two wives participated in all three
of the retreats, as did my wife. The wives were part of the general sessions and dialogue
times and generally met separately from the pastors in the evenings. The pastors whose
wives participated were in agreement as to the value of their spouses being part of the
bonding and community-building of the retreat experience. The presence of spouses
enriched both their marriages and their spiritual lives.
The value of the retreat experience was further supported by the general
agreement of the participants that the entire formation project would have been enhanced
if a retreat were held at the beginning of the process.
Additional Factors
Growth in spiritual formation and incarnational living and ministry is a
multifaceted process. All of life experiences can be formative; taking into account
specific circumstances and variables outside the scope of this project is necessary to
accurately assess the impact of the various dimensions of this experience.
Pastoral ministry is full of challenges and situations that stimulate growth,
change, transformation of character, and approach to ministry. The following paragraphs
outline some of the variables outside this project that both the participants and I identified
as formative in nature.
Six of the seven pastors identified experiences that had significant impact on their
lives and ministries. Pastor 4 experienced considerable conflict in his church during the
last six months of the project. This conflict included personal issues among pastoral staff
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and the sudden resignation of the senior pastor (leaving the participant with greatly
increased duties). Furthermore, he also took a six-week sabbatical just before the troubles
at church came to a head.
Pastor 3 confessed to workaholism and a lack of balance in his life at the outset of
the project, underwent a hip replacement about two months after the project started. This
experience had a major impact on his life, forcing him to slow down immensely. In the
midst of recovering from surgery, his associate pastor resigned, leaving him as the only
staff for a large congregation. After recovering from surgery and resuming an
unsustainable pace (by his own admission), his church stepped in and granted him a
seven-week sabbatical for personal refreshment and renewal.
Pastor 1 had to release a staff member due to moral failure. This instance, coupled
with consequent effects on the congregation, caused this pastor and his wife to take a
two-week sabbatical at a retreat and counseling center specifically designed for pastors in
the midst of overwhelming stress and potential burnout. Just before the end of the project,
he resigned from his church and planned to leave vocational ministry for a time in order
to heal and regain strength and vision.
The other three men identified variables that had an impact on their lives but not
to the same degree as the first three. Pastor 6 led his church through a meaningful study
and experienced a boost in the consistency of his rule of life that flowed from this study.
Pastor 2 recognized that some of the changes in his immediate family dynamics had an
effect on his own spiritual life. Pastor 5 had been involved in doctoral level studies in
worship over the last several years. He attended a seminar during the course of the project
that had significant impact on his own spiritual formation.
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The testimony of the group in the midst of these variables and challenging
situations was unanimous. Life and ministry would have been much more challenging
had it not been for the support, encouragement, accountability, and structure of the
formation project. The participant who left his church shared that this group enabled him
to weather the difficult situation. He also determined that if he had this formation
experience two years previous he would not have gotten to the point of personal and
professional burnout, furthermore, he realized that the personal growth and formation he
experienced during the project gave him the strength to resign from the church and step
out in faith rather than just try to continue in his ministry situation in an unhealthy way.
Summary of Overall Project Impact
Several final observations are important here. The participants were in hearty
agreement as to the necessity of the length, breadth, and depth of this type of formation
experience. The long-term process and commitment to each other were the most crucial
elements in the changes that resulted in the lives and ministries of these men.
The participants also concluded that building a new or transformed paradigm for
spiritual life and incarnational ministry is not something done quickly or easily. The
group identified that adopting the intellectual understanding and commitment to work out
new approaches to life and ministry was far easier than actually implementing these
changes consistently in their lives. Time was needed to grow into these changes.
Implementation was realized in incremental stages. The value of the project for these men
was the encouragement and accountability over a period of time as new paradigms were
formed and began to develop into observable life-style changes.
Two further anecdotal experiences are noteworthy. One pastor was ministering
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for the first time as a senior pastor and had only begun three months before the formation
project began. He was joyfully appreciative of this formation group and experience,
stating that it was a “life-saver” for him. This group provided the support, routine,
regimen, and accountability he needed as he moved forward in understanding the
dynamics and demands of senior pastoral ministry. All elements of this experience were
vital to his development of a healthy incarnational perspective on his life and ministry.
Pastor 1, who resigned from his church ministry at the end of the project, related
that his paradigm for life in ministry had been dramatically changed for the better. The
project was transformational for him. When he returns to ministry, his return will be
accompanied by a different perspective on ministry which will enable him to be much
more effective. He reported being more able to think “outside the box” in his approach to
ministry. He was also adamant about the necessity for this kind of formation experience
for all the pastors in the district.
The following is a quote from a written response of one of the participants that
summarizes (for all participants) the nature and scope of the impact of this spiritual
formation experience:
Our spiritual formation group has been an invaluable component during
this time, both personally and professionally. I cannot overstate its value
in consistently challenging me toward more incarnational living and
ministry. The heartfelt support of understanding colleagues has been an
incredible encouragement. Our readings have challenged me, even as our
discussions continually draw me back to a godly, countercultural paradigm
for ministry (of which I am tempted to lose sight). Our meetings were like
a gentle progress check, a spiritual barometer calling me to reflect and,
when necessary, to make necessary course adjustments, even while
challenging me to live with more authenticity and depth. They helped
refocus my perspective on spiritual priorities, reevaluate my assumptions
and vision for ministry, and renew my love of God and his people. During
a time when I was tempted to become embittered with resentment and
indifference, this group reminded me of the tender heart of discipleship
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and the true call of ministry. Having experienced this formation for a year,
I could not praise it too highly. The fruits have been tremendous, well
worth the commitment. I believe that such a program of spiritual
formation is a vital component for any pastor seeking a life of greater faith
and ministry.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This research project grew out of a concern for the spiritual lives and well-being
of those in pastoral ministry. Too often people assume that pastors have a deep and
growing spiritual life. The pressure that pastors face to grow their churches and gain
more skills and competencies for ministry can erode the fundamental calling of a pastor,
which is to incarnate the life of Jesus. The life of Jesus is a primary model for ministry;
the truth of the incarnation provides those in ministry a paradigm upon which to build
their own personal and professional lives. Pastors need assistance in adopting or
renewing this perspective on their lives and ministries. This project was an attempt to
offer one experience of spiritual formation for a group of pastors in order to bring
renewal and transformation.
I worked under the conviction that the adoption of these types of spiritual
disciplines by pastors in ministry would have a transforming impact on their lives and
ministry. I expected a maturing of their spiritual lives, a stronger commitment to the
nurturing of their spiritual lives, and an increased effectiveness of their ministries.
Major Findings
All of the pastors in the study experienced personal and ministerial growth during
the course of the year. This growth was a result of all of the elements of the project
working together to provide positive impact on the lives of these men. The rule of life
that the participants developed provided a structure that enabled personal spiritual
formation to deepen. The common texts from Devotional Classics that were read and
discussed opened up a new area of spiritual writing that was, by their own admission,
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unfamiliar territory for them (Foster and Smith). The depth and relevance of these texts
added richness to the dialogue during the group meeting times and challenged the
participants’ thinking and practice of their spiritual lives and ministries. The
accountability and regularity of the group meetings aided in the building of community
and committed to their own spiritual development. The periodic retreats were “highwater” marks during the year, greatly facilitating community among the participants and
providing much-needed times for withdrawal and reflection.
The understanding and practice of an incarnational approach to life and ministry
was enhanced through participation in this project. All the participants agreed that this
type of experience should be a regular part of the lives of people in ministry.
Evaluation and Interpretation
The process of spiritual formation is a complicated and ongoing one; many factors
contribute to increasing conformity to and wholeness in Christ. The results of this study
indicated that much change occurred in the lives and ministries of the participants. The
length of the project allowed for more change to take place than would have happened in
one concentrated experience such as a weekend seminar or a week-long conference or
retreat. After reflecting on these changes and the difficulty of altering paradigms for life
and ministry, I have concluded that this yearlong project was just the beginning of a
process of transformation for the participants. The adoption of these spiritual lifestyle and
ministry shifts will take a longer period of time to work out with consistency. I believe
that the addition of a second year to this project would serve to root the life changes of
the participants even more deeply.
The four major components of this experience—accountability group meetings,
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the development of a rule of life, conversation about devotional texts, and periodic
retreats—proved to be a balanced mix of the types of practices that Christians have used
through the centuries to foster spiritual growth. The findings reported in Chapter four
indicate that these elements worked well together to provide a well-rounded approach to
the growth that the participants experienced. These findings also support the literature of
spiritual formation practice throughout the history of the Church. The variety of spiritual
practices that were employed in this project reflect the most common and fruitful
practices used by Christians to grow in Christlike character. These elements are necessary
for the development of depth and maturity in the spiritual life.
More changes took place in cognitive and affective areas of incarnational life and
ministry than in behaviorial aspects. The interviews and written responses indicated that
participants began to see the necessity and benefits of personal and professional
transformation that would deepen their own lives and ministries; however, all three data
sources revealed that the implementation of such changes was more difficult to
accomplish. Deeply ingrained patterns of living and ministry do not quickly yield to new
approaches, especially in a culture that values “doing” to the detriment of “being.” The
focus of the literature written for those in ministry emphasizes the development of skills
and competencies in ministry, the “doing” side. Successful ministry has been defined in
terms of breadth and numbers, not necessarily depth and quality. Attempting to change
paradigms of life and ministry away from the prevailing cultural emphases to more
incarnational approaches and then trying to implement these changes was a challenge for
these pastors. This difficulty reflects the tension inherent in undertaking such a life and
ministry shift. As a result, this project was just the beginning of the type of growth that
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was the desire of the participants. A second or even third year to pursue these aims
together would serve to root these men more deeply in renewed patterns of living and
ministering. A longer-range study could be an outgrowth of this yearlong project.
All three data sources showed that the reading of and dialogue about the
devotional texts was a significant element of the overall impact of the project. Protestant
pastors of today are generally unfamiliar with the depths and riches of devotional writing
found in the masters of the church from ages past. This deficiency could be a result of the
general dismissal by evangelical Protestants of anything from the Roman Catholic
tradition. Whatever the reason, the Protestant church suffers because of this neglect. All
of the data sources indicated that the participants were greatly affected by the content and
spirit of these readings. The value of these writings in the lives of the participants has
affirmed my own thinking regarding the value of this type of writing for both life and
ministry. Introducing these types of materials for reading and study would provide a rich
resource for any person in ministry.
The nature of the impact of the periodic retreats was a surprise to me. The
interviews and my own field observations demonstrated that these times of withdrawal to
seek the Lord were extremely valuable for the building of community among the
participants. I anticipated that the main effect of the retreats would center in the time for
concentrated teaching and dialogue about issues of spiritual formation and incarnational
ministry. I felt that the content of each retreat would be the key transforming element.
The experience of the participants proved otherwise. According to my interviews and
field observations, the opportunity to build community and deepen relationships with
each other was most significant. The importance of developing relationships and the
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communal nature of spiritual formation cannot be overlooked. The camaraderie among
the participants contributed more to their transformation than I originally anticipated. The
value of building community is vital in the formative process, which reflects the
theological foundation of incarnation. God revealed himself in the person of Jesus and
calls his people to manifest the life of Jesus in and through their lives. The formation that
occurred in the midst of the community underscores the principle of incarnation at work
in lives of these pastors; the participants manifested the life of Christ in and through
themselves to the others and everyone experienced the deepening work of Christ in their
personal formation. This communal and relational dimension does not lessen the
importance of good teaching and dialogue about spiritual formation and incarnational
ministry issues but serves to balance cognitive and relational components in their
importance in overall spiritual development.
The inclusion of the participants’ wives at the retreat was a positive factor in the
retreat experiences. My field observations and conversations with the participants
revealed that the couples who participated together at the retreats felt that it was an
important time in their marriages. The opportunity to share together in spiritually
nourishing experiences was greatly appreciated. If doing another project like this one, I
would include wives in the retreat times.
The issue of attendance at both accountability group meetings and retreats must
be addressed. Attendance became more difficult to sustain as the year progressed. I was
surprised at the relatively low attendance averages during the duration of the project,
despite the continual affirmation, indicated in all three data sources, that the group
meetings and retreats made a difference in their lives. This discrepancy between the
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stated benefits of the meetings and retreats and the inconsistency of attendance and
commitment to the group was surprising. In contrast, the example of Jesus in the
incarnation provides the ultimate model of faithfulness and commitment. Incarnating
himself in a human body with all the limitations and struggles common to humanity,
Jesus was faithful to keep commitments, prioritizing the important from the urgent. He
stayed completely focused to the end of his life, enduring suffering and persecution, and
finished the course to which he had been called (Heb. 12:1-3). His example provides a
model of commitment and consistency for people to emulate. Adopting a more
intentional incarnational focus to life and ministry should aid in deepening commitment
and consistency to practices of spiritual formation.
Although none of the participants officially left the project, the interest of two
men in particular seemed to wane. Ironically, these two participants were the ones who
did not create a personal rule of life for purposes of accountability. This finding supports
the importance of a rule of life as a basis for accountability. Their attendance was also the
most sporadic of the seven. Pastor 3 was the least involved of the seven men; his life
situation was also the most stressful and challenging. Ironically, the two men whose
attendance was most sporadic continued to give verbal assent to the worth and value of
this project. They were committed to the project and goals in spirit but had trouble
putting that commitment into action.
As I reflected on the attendance patterns, several possibilities for the
inconsistency of participation came to mind. The demands and pressures of pastoral
ministry often leave a person with too many responsibilities and too little time. For most
of the men, when life and ministry time commitments increased, the commitment to the
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group meeting or retreat was sacrificed. These inconsistencies in attendance reflect much
of the literature regarding ministry that emphasizes completing tasks and “doing” the
business of the church and places less importance on the necessity for personal spiritual
formation as crucial for healthy ministry. Some lapses in attendance were due to
legitimate reasons—vacation, illness, and pastoral emergencies such as funerals. These
types of events, however, did not explain the majority of absences. I have concluded at
least three things from this data: (1) The pressure to perform in ministry overtakes the
importance of nurturing the “being” dynamic; (2) Most pastors work more hours during a
normal week than is healthy or balanced; and, (3) Pastors are in spiritual battle in
ministry. If the enemy can keep pastors so busy or preoccupied that they neglect their
own spiritual growth and formation, their effectiveness and that of the church can be
blunted.
The accountability group meetings proved to be the glue that held the project
together. These regular meetings provided ongoing times for reflection, dialogue, and
accountability. From my observation of and dialogue with the participants at each
meeting, they consistently expressed a growing sense that they were in a significant
process together. I have concluded, however, that an accountability group that meets
every two or three weeks is not nearly as effective as one that meets weekly. This
conclusion was affirmed by several others in the group. The depth of community, the
level of accountability, and the overall impact of this project would have been enhanced
if the group could have met weekly for a year. This conclusion supports the pattern of
small group meetings that Wesley developed in his classes and bands and has since been
replicated in various ways in the Church. These meetings were held weekly; this weekly
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rhythm has been more or less the norm as the small group movement has gained interest
in the last fifty years or so. Weekly gatherings provide more consistent accountability and
community building, both vital components in spiritual formation. Due to the distance
that the participants had to drive to attend each meeting—the average was about thirtyfive minutes—trying to meet every week was simply not feasible. The participants
agreed; but they realized the increased potential for life transformation had they been able
to meet more frequently. Another study could be done with a weekly group meeting and
the results compared to validate this observation.
A further issue surfaced in the group meeting times. Although these times were to
be focused on issues of personal spiritual formation, I often found keeping the
conversations from shifting to ministry problems and church issues difficult. Often when
asked about his relationship with Christ, a participant would talk about joys or concerns
of his ministry and not personal dynamics of his relationship with God. I was challenged
to keep guiding the conversation back to personal issues rather than ministry-related
issues. I have concluded two things from this dynamic in the group meetings. First,
pastors often do not have a safe place in which to unload the situations and challenges of
ministry that cause frustration or confusion. A need for this kind of forum for those in
ministry certainly exists. Second, pastors are prone to see their identity more in their
“doing” ministry than in “being” in Christ. Seeing their identity as being “hid in Christ
with God,” which then incarnates itself in their ministry, was a challenge. Pastors need
continual reminders that their identity, worth, and value as people flow from the love,
grace, and mercy of Christ and not in their calling to serve him. This understanding rests
on the foundation of incarnation as primary in defining the work of ministry.
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All three data sources revealed that the personal rule of life that each participant
developed was a key component of the entire experience. Each pastor who wrote a rule
and attempted to live by it was impacted by this disciplined approach to life. Even though
living consistently according to their rule was a struggle for the participants, I have
concluded that, based on the experience of these men, all people in ministry would
benefit greatly from the implementation of such a plan. This disciplined approach to life
in ministry is one that pastors need to be challenged to consider and implement.
Limitations of This Study
This study was limited to seven male pastors serving in a rather small geographic
area in northern Indiana. Although I think that the demands of pastoral ministry are
similar in all places, a study in different parts of the country and with a larger number of
pastors of both genders might yield some variances in responses and impact. The
somewhat sporadic attendance throughout the project could have factored into the results.
Doing another study of this type with weekly group meetings could provide for greater
depth of relationship and community, consistency of accountability, and potentially more
deeply rooted life and ministry changes.
Practical Applications of This Study
I have concerns about the general approach to life and ministry of those serving in
the pastorate. Too often the nature of ministry is understood in terms of acquiring skills
and competencies and functioning at a high level of activity rather than in terms of a
deeply incarnational framework. Pastors are encouraged to develop their own spiritual
lives and minister out the depths of their walk with Christ; however, this biblical
emphasis is often sacrificed under the pressure of growing a church and ministry. Pastors
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are prone to seek out the latest ministry technique or most current trend that will increase
the size and scope of their church’s ministry rather than seek out a deeper spiritual life.
This deficiency must be addressed by the Church.
Based on the findings of this study, I offer two practical applications. The first
application is the need for pastors to be involved in spiritually formative experiences as a
normal part of life in ministry. Every pastor should participate in an accountability group,
live by a personal rule of life, be nurtured by the spiritual wisdom of classic devotional
writings, and retreat periodically for a time of retreat and renewal. This project could
serve as a model for those in denominational leadership who have oversight for the care
and well-being of pastors. This proactive approach to clergy care would serve to deal
with issues of burnout and abandonment of calling before they occur. The testimony of
two of the pastors in this study is enlightening. One of the pastors surmised that earlier
involvement in a formational project like this would have prevented the necessity for an
extended sabbatical that began at the end of the project. The second pastor realized that
earlier involvement in an experience like this could have prevented the burnout that
caused him to leave ministry shortly after the project was finished.
This study has a second application for institutions involved in training people for
ministry. Much emphasis is placed on the acquisition of biblical and theological
competence and ministry skills; however, equal emphasis should be placed on issues of
spiritual and character formation. Pastoral training programs in academic institutions
should place as much importance (curricular and otherwise) on the development of
formative dimensions of those preparing for ministry as they do on academic
development. In the institution where I teach, which has a reputation—and rightly so—
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for a vital spiritual life, the undergraduate major in Christian ministry does not include a
single course in spiritual formation. The argument can be made that everything involved
in a program of ministry preparation is spiritually formative and that the job of intentional
formation should be left to the church and not the academy. I maintain that the lack of
intentional focus on spiritual and character development sends a message to students that
their spiritual growth and the development of a paradigm for incarnational life and
ministry is not as important as acquiring skills and competencies in other areas. A
ministry student could be required, as part of the curriculum, to be involved in a
formation experience with ongoing accountability and mentoring, retreat experiences,
and a disciplined approach to life. Less likelihood of moral failure and burnout in
ministry, more longevity, an increased depth of preaching, teaching, and prayer, and a
greater impact for the kingdom of God could be the long-term results. These issues must
be addressed if the church is serious about the best preparation possible for those who
will provide spiritual leadership in the years ahead.
Final Considerations
The importance of those in ministry developing and maintaining a distinctively
incarnational approach to their own lives and ministries cannot be overstated. In the
pressure-packed world of today, keeping this perspective is perhaps more difficult than
ever. Pastors need experiences and structures in which the dynamics of incarnation can be
fostered and developed. This project is offered as an attempt to address this need in the
lives of those in ministry. My prayer is that the results of this study will motivate both
pastors and churches to be more intentional in the training and care of those people called
and gifted by God to lead the Church.
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APPENDIX A
PRE-PROJECT E-MAIL
Wednesday, November 12, 2003
To pastors in the North Central District:
My name is John Dendiu. I am a member of the North Central District and on the
faculty of Bethel College in the Division of Religion and Philosophy. I am currently
finishing a doctoral program at Asbury Seminary with a concentration in spiritual
formation. I am putting together a dissertation project and wanted to issue an invitation to
become part of this project. Let me explain.
For a number of years, I have had concerns for the spiritual lives of those in
ministry. It seems that pastors are stretched in so many directions and that the pressures
of ministry are such that personal spiritual health and formation are often neglected. I
would like to address this issue in my doctoral research. I am convinced that ministry that
impacts people at the deepest levels of their beings and advances the kingdom of God the
most effectively flows from pastors who are living incarnational lives and approaching
ministry from an incarnational perspective. I am looking for 6-8 pastors who are really
hungry for spiritual renewal in their lives and ministries and who would be willing to be
in a spiritual formation project that would be designed to help them transform their
approach to their own spiritual life as well as their perspective on ministry. This project
would entail a commitment of one year. Some of the components would include meeting
regularly in a covenant accountability group together, periodic spiritual retreats together
(possibly every four months), implementation of specific spiritual disciplines to aid in
growth and formation, etc. I have not worked out all the details, as I thought that if the
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Lord raises up a group of pastors, we could sit down together and map out some specific
components of a project like this. My idea would be to assemble such a group and begin
this process in January. My ultimate goal is really two-fold—first, to assist in the spiritual
formation of the initial group of pastors, providing the type of renewal that can transform
life and ministry and second, out of this experience, to develop a model that could be
used across the denomination to bring spiritual transformation to pastors (and, as a result,
to the entire denomination).
This is my idea in brief. I would be willing to talk further with any of you who
would want more information. Please pray about this. You may contact me via email or
phone. Thanks for your consideration.
In Christ,
John Dendiu
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APPENDIX B
RETREAT DAILY SCHEDULE1
7:30 a.m.: Morning office (praise and prayer)
8 a.m.: Breakfast
9 a.m.: Corporate time for teaching and dialogue
10 a.m.: Personal reflection and meditation time
11 a.m.: Corporate time for further teaching and dialogue followed by communion
Noon: Lunch and break
2 p.m.: Corporate time for teaching and dialogue
3 p.m.: Personal reflection and meditation time
4 p.m.: Corporate time for further teaching and dialogue
6 p.m.: Dinner
7:30 p.m.: Evening activity. This varied from retreat to retreat and was either a time for
worship and prayer or a time for accountability and sharing about a common text.
10 p.m. or so: Bedtime

1

The content of the three retreats was as follows: retreat 1 centered around an introduction to
basic issues in spiritual formation. These discussions included the definition of spiritual formation, the
classic Christian pilgrimage, the apophatic and kataphatic dimensions of the spiritual life, lectio divina, and
discussion of both the classical and personal spiritual disciplines; retreat 2 centered on issues of personal
revival with teaching focused on various aspects of repentance, personal heart cleansing, and issues of
personal brokenness that needed healing; retreat 3 focused on prayer, with the main content being the
approach to prayer as developed by Richard Foster in his book Prayer.
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APPENDIX C
PRE-PROJECT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1. What is your name?
2. What is your age and family status?
3. How many years in have you been in full-time ministry?
4. When and where have you ministered?
5. What is your educational background?
6. Can you describe your call into ministry?
7. What are your reasons for wanting to be part of this spiritual formation experience?
8. How would you describe the state of your spiritual life?
9. What type of spiritual disciplines or practices do you engage in?
10. What are specific needs in your spiritual life and formation at this time?
11. How would you describe the present state of your ministry?
12. In what areas of ministry are you sensing the need for renewal or a perspective shift?
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APPENDIX D
MIDPOINT AND FINAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1. What has been the growth and development of your spiritual disciplines and practices
in the last six months?
2. How has your understanding of your own spiritual life and what it means to incarnate
the life of Christ grown in the last six months?
3. How have you felt about the development of your spiritual life?
4. What specific changes have you seen in your life and character that have revealed
more of the life of Christ in you?
5. In what ways have the specific elements of this experience contributed to your
growth?
6. How has your understanding of the practice of ministry been shaped and formed
during the last six months?
7. How has your practice of a more incarnational perspective on ministry grown?
8. Are there any specific ways that your ministry is becoming different as a result?
9. How are you feeling about this shift of thinking and practice?
10. In what ways have the specific elements of this experience contributed to your
growth?
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APPENDIX E
SUMMARY OF DATA FROM PRE-PROJECT INTERVIEW
The following is a summary of the data gathered in the pre-project interviews
with each of the participants. Demographic and background data (questions 1-6) are
found in summary form in Chapter four. Responses to questions 7-12 are below. The
number of participants responding is indicated in parentheses. Some of the participants
responded in more than one way.
7. What are your reasons for wanting to be part of this spiritual formation experience?
a. A need for accountability and a support system of like-minded pastors with whom
to fellowship (5).
b. A need for more discipline and structure to spiritual life (4).
c. A need for more depth in spiritual life (2).
d. A dissatisfaction with spiritual life (1).
e. A desire to meet with several other specific participants (1).
8. and 9. How would you describe the state of your spiritual life? What type of spiritual
disciplines or practices do you engage in?
a. The daily devotional time that includes Bible reading and prayer (7).
b. The practice of fasting (4).
c. The practice of devotional reading outside of the Bible (2).
d. The practice of meditation/solitude/silence (2).
e. The devotional time with spouse and/or family (2).
f. The time of personal worship (1).
g. The periodic practice of journaling (1).
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h. The general dissatisfaction with depth of spiritual life and consistency of spiritual
disciplines and practices (7).
10. What are specific needs in your spiritual life and formation at this time?
a. A need for greater consistency in spiritual disciplines (7).
b. A need for devotional study of the Bible distinct from preparation for preaching
and teaching (2).
c. A need for greater depth in my relationship with God (4).
d. A need to stay on fire for God (1).
e. A need to develop leadership (1).
f. A need for interacting with more devotional texts (1).
11. How would you describe the present state of your ministry?
a. A time of transition in philosophy or approach (4).
b. A time of retooling in practice of ministry (3).
c. A time of schizophrenia⎯involved in two very different ministries within the
same context (1).
d. A time of challenge to balance ministry and personal life (2).
12. In what areas of ministry are you sensing the need for renewal or a perspective shift?
a. A need for understanding of increased depth of ministry with others under my
care directly related to my own depth and maturity (3).
b. A greater need for an incarnational approach to ministry (3).
c. A need for more tools for equipping others for ministry (3).
d. A need for more quality and quantity time in preparation for teaching and
preaching (1).
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e. A need for tools to help in supervisory role with other pastors (1).
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APPENDIX F
SUMMARY OF DATA FROM MIDPOINT AND FINAL INTERVIEW
PROTOCOLS
The following data reflects the themes that emerged from the midpoint and final
interview protocols with the participants of the project. These themes emerged in the
midpoint interview and were reiterated in various ways in the final interview. The
number of participants responding is given in parentheses. Some participants responded
in more than one way.
1. What has been the growth and development of your spiritual disciplines and practices
in the last six months?
a. More consistency, regularity, order, and structure (7).
b. More depth in practice of disciplines (3).
c. More use of silence and reflection (1).
d. More joy in the implementation of disciplines (1).
2. How has your understanding of your own spiritual life and what it means to incarnate
the life of Christ grown in the last six months?
a. Greater sense of peaceful flow and stability to life (5).
b. Greater desire to live in holy leisure (2).
c. Greater sense of God’s presence (2).
d. Greater and more intentional focus on this way of living (2).
e. Greater connectedness and centeredness with God and others (1).
f. Greater intentionality about listening to God in prayer (1).
g. Greater development of patterns that will affect the rest of my life (1).
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3. How have you felt about the development of your spiritual life?
a. More positive feelings about spiritual growth (7).
b. More sense of freedom (1).
4. What specific changes have you seen in your life and character that have revealed
more of the life of Christ in you?
a. More unified and integrated as a person (3).
b. More peaceful approach to stressful family situations (2).
c. More aware of the love/heart of Christ through me (2).
d. More contemplative approach to life (2).
e. More depth and maturity to life (1).
5. In what ways have the specific elements of this experience contributed to your growth?
a. The rule of life valuable in providing structure and discipline to spiritual life (5).
b. The retreats a powerful boost to spiritual life and building of community (4).
c. The group meetings a great asset in formation of spiritual life (5).
d. The devotional texts enriching and challenging (5).
e. The entire experience as a whole impacting upon life (4).
6. How has your understanding of the practice of ministry been shaped and formed
during the last six months?
a. Deepening of incarnational dimension of ministry (5).
b. Shifting of paradigm of ministry philosophy (1).
c. Enhancing of personal ministry skills (1).
7. How has your practice of a more incarnational perspective on ministry grown?
a. More peace, patience, and a relaxing of intensity (3).
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b. More awareness of moment-by-moment guiding of the Spirit and the presence of
Christ working through me (3).
c. More personal and devotional approach to ministry (1).
8. Are there any specific ways that your ministry is becoming different as a result?
a. More satisfying experiences of preaching and teaching (4).
b. More intentional focus on people as ends and not means to accomplish tasks (1).
9. How are you feeling about this shift in thinking and practice?
a. Positive and encouraged (7).
10. In what ways have the specific elements of this experience contributed to your
growth?
a.

The devotional texts enhanced depth of preaching and teaching (3).

b. The combination of all elements together provided significant impact (5).
c. The retreats provided a time of heightened sense of God’s presence which
affected everything else (4).
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APPENDIX G
SUMMARY OF DATA FROM WRITTEN RESPONSES
After about the fourth and tenth months of the project, the participants
summarized their thoughts, feelings, and reactions to their own personal spiritual growth,
ministry growth, and the nature and structure of the formation experience itself. No
specific format was suggested; the participants wrote in essay form their own assessment
of the experience. They were able to draw upon their personal journals for insights as to
their growth and development. The following data summarizes the main themes that
emerged in these written responses. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of
participants who wrote about a particular theme or concept.
I. Personal Spiritual Life
A. A new appreciation for and deeper commitment to devotional life (4).
B. A heightened desire to change, grow, and live more deeply evident (6).
C. A disciplined approach to life more meaningful (4).
D. A decreased level of worry and anxiety (1).
E. An increased awareness of the presence of God and a more contemplative
approach to life (3).
F. A sense of God’s molding my life and character (1).
II. Ministry Growth and Development
A. A change in approach to preaching and teaching (1).
B. A shift in understanding of spiritual formation as key issue in ministry (1).
C. An ability to be more present in ministry, allowing Jesus to flow through me (2).
III. Impact of the Components of the Project
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A. The sense of community and support on the journey together in the group
meetings (5).
B. The importance of a rule of life for spiritual development (4).
C. The necessity of retreats for bonding and community-building (4).
D. The challenge of the devotional texts as refreshing spiritual food (4).
E. The length of the project important for bringing about lasting changes (2).
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